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Abstract 

 

Organic/Printed Electronics are, day by day, increasing on interest, as new 

applications are being proposed and developed. This kind of technologies do not intend 

to compete directly with the Silicon-based well-established industry, but rather to 

complement it with new devices that are advantageous for certain situations, whether in 

terms of cost or others.  

However, in the digital processing domain there is still much work to be done to, 

slowly but steadily, follow the steps of the conventional fabless model that rules today’s 

semiconductor market. I am referring not only to progresses at fabrication level, but also 

on the field of Electronic Design Automation.  

Our research group conceived a novel strategy to efficiently produce Printed 

Electronics digital circuit designs based on what we called Inkjet-configurable Gate 

Arrays, which takes advantage of digital printing techniques. The Inkjet Gate Arrays 

consist in matrices of transistors over flexible substrates that, after being connected by 

digital printing techniques, they describe logic gates, and thus circuits.  

The work presented in this dissertation targets a specific stage of any common 

Integrated Circuit design flow, referred to as physical synthesis. Specifically, my 

contribution provides a new approach to the Placement and Routing problem, where 

circuits are mapped onto the Inkjet Gate Arrays in a technology independent yield-aware 

manner. I tackle the issue of dealing with different Printed Electronics technologies that 

might present distinct yield properties, usually due to the intrinsic high variability of 

current fabrication processes. In such cases, being able to effectively process the IGA’s 

fault distribution information is key to ensure that the mapped circuits will be capable of 

working correctly, from a functional perspective. In addition to the yield awareness 

concept, the circuit personalization capabilities of the novel P&R heuristic proposed 

herein allow more mapping flexibility, depending on different possible reasons/purposes 

(e.g. congestion).  

This approach is not only convenient for today’s first steps of digital circuit 

prototyping over Organic Electronics, but also scalable to future technological 

improvements at yield level, and on sizes and integration density.   
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Resumen 

 

La electrónica orgánica/impresa está continuamente creciendo en interés, con la 

aparición de nuevas propuestas y aplicaciones. Este tipo de tecnologías no pretenden 

competir directamente con las que provienen de la industria tradicional basada en Silicio, 

sino que tienen como propósito complementarla con nuevos dispositivos que 

proporcionen ciertas ventajas en determinadas situaciones, ya sea en términos de coste u 

otras.  

Sin embargo, en lo que se refiere al campo del procesado digital queda mucho 

trabajo por hacer para, paulatinamente, ir siguiendo los pasos del modelo ‘fabless’ que 

rige el mercado de semiconductores actual. Este modelo consiste en la deslocalización 

entre los equipos de diseño y los fabricantes. Respecto a dicho progreso me refiero no 

solo a las mejoras que acontecen a nivel de procesos de fabricación, sino también en el 

campo de la automatización de los procesos de diseño.  

Nuestro grupo de investigación concibió una novedosa estrategia para producir, 

de manera eficiente, diseños de circuitos digitales para electrónica impresa, basados en lo 

que denominamos Inkjet-configurable Gate Arrays, aprovechando las ventajas de la 

impresión digital. Estos Inkjet Gate Arrays consisten en matrices de transistores sobre 

sustratos flexibles que, una vez conectados mediante impresión digital, conforman 

puertas lógicas; las cuales, en su conjunto, materializan circuitos.  

El trabajo presentado en esta tesis se centra en una etapa específica de cualquier 

flujo de diseño común de circuitos integrados, llamada síntesis física. En concreto, este 

trabajo proporciona una novedosa metodología para resolver el problema de ubicar y 

conectar, ‘Placement and Routing’, los circuitos sobre las mencionadas matrices de 

transistores, teniendo en cuenta su rendimiento, y con independencia de la tecnología de 

fabricación. Se aborda la manera de cómo tratar con tecnologías impresas diferentes, que 

puedan presentar distintos niveles de rendimiento, normalmente debidos a la alta 

variabilidad intrínseca a los procesos de fabricación actuales. En tales casos, un factor 

clave para asegurar que la colocación de los circuitos sea funcionalmente correcta es 

poder procesar de manera efectiva la información sobre la distribución de fallos de las 

matrices. Además del concepto de mapeo según el rendimiento, la novedosa heurística 

aquí propuesta proporciona la capacidad de personalizar los circuitos, lo que permite 

mayor flexibilidad en su construcción, dependiendo de distintas razones u objetivos 

posibles (p. ej. congestión).  

Esta metodología no solo es conveniente para los primeros pasos que, en la 

actualidad, se están llevando a cabo en el desarrollo de prototipos de circuitos digitales 

para la electrónica orgánica, sino que también es escalable hacia nuevas mejoras en el 

rendimiento de las tecnologías de fabricación, así como en tamaños y densidad de 

integración.  
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Introduction 

1 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Printed/Organic/Flexible Electronics 

Printed Electronics (PE), also referred to as Organic, Flexible or Large Area 

electronics, depending on which characteristic is emphasized, is an interesting approach 

to develop low cost non-critical electronic devices in a complementary “More-than-

Moore” pathway.  

The intention of this approach is not to compete or substitute traditional Silicon-

based chips, which follow a “More-Moore” course of action, but to complement those 

devices with alternative electronic elements that might be more suitable/cost-effective for 

certain applications. “Moore” refers to the well-known Moore’s Law [1] from 1965 which 

states that the number of transistors per Silicon-based substrate would double every 2 

years approximately, thus increasing integration density, performance and reducing chip 

costs per transistor, mostly associated to area and energy, since the speed is almost limited 

due to technology. Differences between “More-Moore” and “More-than-Moore” 

approaches can be explored in [2]. Basically, digital logic, microprocessors and mass 

memories are associated with “More-Moore” Complementary Metal-Oxide-

Semiconductor (CMOS) scaling, whereas non-digital, different sensors, radio frequency 

(RF) devices, batteries, displays, etc. do not scale as fast as in Moore’s Law and therefore 

fall into the “More-than-Moore” category. Recent convergences between “More-Moore”, 

“More-than-Moore” and “Beyond CMOS” classifications make these divisions blurry 

and less relevant.  

Periodically the semiconductor industry associations, formed by many institutions 

and firms, publish the set of documents, state-of-the-art reviews and market trends 

forecasts known as the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 

[3]. These reports are good start points to explore recent events and tendencies in the vast 

knowledge areas covered by the semiconductor industry, for both “More-Moore” and 

“More-than-Moore” paths. A new roadmap has arisen recently, called International 

Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) [4], which is also worth checking.  

In a similar manner the Organic Electronics Association (OE-A) [5] makes their 

own reviews, forecasts and roadmap, but focusing only in the Organic Electronics (OE) 

market. They periodically organize conferences, courses, projects and gatherings; and 

they are a reliable source of state-of-the-art progress information as well as enablers for 

the common advancement of the printed technologies and their applications.  

In Chapter 2, dedicated to the state of the art (SoA), the reader will find the latest 

PE R&D trends and achievements, with special emphasis at circuit and systems level.  
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1.2. Motivations for this work 

While traditional silicon-based chips have achieved a massive penetration into 

today’s market, due to their impressive reduction in sizes and prizes, variety of purposes, 

and even flexibility in the sense of reprogrammability; Printed Electronics advantages are 

not to be underestimated, although they are not yet in mass market except for some few 

niches such as Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) displays and lighting, organic 

photovoltaics (OPVs) and touch panels.  

As Figure 1 depicts in the traditional electronic industry the business model 

evolved from Integrated Devices Manufacturers (IDM), where they designed and 

fabricated everything in one same place, to Foundries/Fabless/IP/EDA/Design houses 

where distributed teams designed circuits according to each Foundry’s technologies [6].  

 

Figure 1. Business model's historical evolution for electronics. 1 

 

                                                 
1 Image source: Successful Semiconductor Fabless conference, Yole Développement, Mar. 2013. 
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Printed Electronics, as a non-mature technology, seem to walk again a very similar 

pathway, not only at technological scaling level (although at slower pace than Moore’s 

Law) but at business model as well, now still quite vertical but expected to move to 

horizontal. With the advantage that tech foundries are much more affordable than silicon-

based massive clean room facilities. Thanks to this, design teams should be able to 

fabricate prototypes with the technology they have. Table 1, from [7], summarizes the 

evolution of Integrated Circuits (IC) over silicon-based technologies; and from it we can 

recognize and place what would be the current state of PE technology and make 

comparisons. Current ICs over PE technologies, only considering digital processing 

capabilities, would be situated somewhere around the equivalent to year 1970’s 

approximately, in terms of feature sizes while they usually implement large area circuits.  

 

Table 1. Integrated Circuit Process Improvement with Time. 2 

 

Like in the Fabless model, designs should be sent, after adequate Intellectual 

Property (IP) protection [8, 9], to Foundries to be fabricated.  

From our point of view, it is especially relevant the Technology & Knowledge 

Transfer paradigm considerations and best practices, for collaborating with other R&D 

agents to set up the whole business environment. Some examples were commented in [10, 

11].  

In the case of UAB/IMB-CNM-CSIC a new set of industrial Research and 

Development (R&D) opportunities were explored and launched for these increasingly 

interesting organic/printed technologies. Several ambitious projects (TDK4PE [12], 

ASPEC-TDK [13], MEF3-IRX [14], PEC4 [15]) obtained public funding and were 

successfully carried out over the years by the research groups I have been involved with. 

The preferred modus-operandi of the partnerships to develop Printed Electronics 

                                                 
2 Table source: V. G. Oklobdzija. [7] 
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prototypes is shown in Figure 2. The UAB/CNM fabless role would target a specific 

technology provided by a partner foundry, besides developing their own inkjet printed 

process. Then we would produce Design Kits, based on our preferred Top-Down Design 

Flows and open/free-tools environments, so that anyone (ourselves, or designers from the 

foundry itself, or any other third party fabless design team) could produce prototypes for 

tape-out in such technologies.  

 

Figure 2. Example of business model for UAB/IMB-CNM-CSIC R&D interests. 3 

 

We have worked along with different partners, academic, industrial and fostering 

organizations, like CPI [16], NeuDrive [17], CEA [18], CSEM [19], ENEA [20], COLAE 

[21], CETEMMSA [22], Flexink [23], Infiniscale [24], Sensing Tex [25], 3D Micromac 

[26], PhoeniX Software [27], URV [28], UFRGS [29], TUC [30], UAlg [31]… Each one 

of them provided their contributions in their respective areas of expertise, from modelling 

and simulations, to design kits, fabrication technologies, prototypes, characterization and 

testing processes. The idea is to obtain circuits that work, first with very simple 

functionalities, and then capable of scaling according to the technologies available.  

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to achieve interesting applications 

using organic/printed technologies. But even so, a typical question arises on standard 

silicon-based environments. Why would it be necessary to perform any kind of digital 

processing using these technologies, instead of using the more mature, small, reliable and 

efficient silicon-based devices? The answer is clear: heterogeneous integration. Having 

everything integrated, for example, sensing + processing + energy in the same saleable 

substrate, can profit from the benefits of printed technologies for certain applications, 

especially when flexibility is required (e.g. wearables, automotive, etc.). To establish the 

                                                 
3 Image source: TDK4PE documentation. [12] 
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desired functionalities is key to set the choice among technologies. So far, hybrid 

approaches have been the most market-ready options, and they are a perfectly valid 

middle-point segment. In Figure 3 we can observe some examples of hybrid prototypes, 

including RFID-based sensors, labels, LEDs, and so on. These few samples can also 

perform computing works thanks to their Silicon-based associated chips (hence the terms 

intelligent/smart).  

 

Figure 3. Examples of hybrid electronics prototypes. 4 

 

But to obtain the desired integration in Printed Electronics it is necessary to be 

able to make stand-alone functional circuits. The typical structures for achieving circuits 

are basic logic gate libraries (inverters, AND, NAND, NOR…) that allow digital 

circuitry, analog cells for signal conditioning, Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC), 

memories and I/O structures.  

The main goal of the EDA field [32-34] has always been to automate design tasks 

and processes so that is easier, faster and, ideally, more reliable to obtain final electrical 

products. For this purpose there are many strategies, algorithms and tools from different 

vendors, all along the full design and fabrication flows, developed through many years 

for conventional Large Scale Integration (LSI) and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 

target circuits. In this EDA context we can see that there is much R&D to be done and 

improved for helping Printed Electronics designers and, by extension, its industry. 

Sometimes it is possible to benefit from research and achievements done in Silicon-based 

environments, but in other cases it is necessary to define new ideas and strategies to deal 

                                                 
4 Image source: Holst Centre. [292] 
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with issues and particularities that are not contemplated in those areas, such as the 

reliability of the materials, fluidic properties, degradation, high variability, yield and fault 

distribution differences; even within the same technological process.   

 

1.3. Digital Circuit Design styles 

As briefly described in [35, 36] we can classify circuit design styles according to 

different criteria; most importantly regarding flexibility versus design effort. In this 

scenario flexibility corresponds to whether the physical design (layout), to be later 

fabricated, is going to be designed in a completely handcraft manner (full-custom); by 

using different libraries (semi-custom); or by using IP components (processors, buses, 

NoCs, peripherals, memories, ADC…) to build complex systems (SoC, MPSoC). This 

work is centered in the semi-custom design methodology, according to the current state 

of the art of the technology. Its basic choices as predesigned and pre-characterized 

libraries (Standard-Cells) or predefined templates with prefabricated transistors or gates 

that will be custom connected (routed), according to the desired functionality (Gate-

Array). We can find comparisons between design styles at low level of design abstraction 

(full- and semi-custom), including most notable benefits and drawbacks of each 

methodology [37-39].  

Table 2 depicts a brief comparison of the main differences between circuit design 

styles. The colors of the arrows illustrate whenever a Gate Array (GA) style choice is 

advantageous or not, since it is more similar to the Inkjet Gate Array (IGA) design style 

that we will propose to use.  

Design style 
Design 

flexibility 

Design 

effort 

Integration 

density 

Prototyping 

costs 
Performance 

Full-Custom      

Macro-Cells      

Standard-Cells      

Gate Array      

Table 2. Design style comparison. 
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1.4. Design Flows & Process Design Kits 

1.4.1. ASIC overview 

A very simplified traditional (Silicon-based) complete manufacturing flow is 

shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Simplified complete manufacturing flow. 5 

 

This complete flow typically starts with a Register-Transfer Level (RTL) 

specification that describes the functionality of the system to be produced [40]. The most 

common Hardware Description Languages (HDL) for RTL coding are the VHDL and 

Verilog standards [41]. References for better understanding VHDL and Verilog 

languages and usage can be found in [42-51], and also some concise comparisons in [52, 

53]. There are many software tools capable of creating (as an Integrated Development 

Environment IDE), parsing, compiling, elaborating, synthesizing, simulating and 

verifying HDLs into different hardware platforms (depending on the vendors). Typically, 

although not necessarily, VHDL is more used to build small synchronous designs or 

virtual components (IPs) in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), from firms such 

as Xilinx, Lattice, Altera (now part of Intel), and many others who provide their own 

IDEs; while Verilog is more used for other design flows such as for Cadence, Mentor 

Graphics or Synopsys tools (commonly known as “the big 3” in the EDA business). It is 

also possible to start with a schematic circuit description, instead of using an RTL 

abstraction. In both cases components can be created or reused from other libraries, 

included the ones supplied by the vendors for their devices.  

                                                 
5 Image source: Intel. [291] 
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A physical design, also called layout, represents the different shapes that will 

generate the so-called masks that will be used for fabricating the circuits. Circuit layouts 

need to be created in compliance with the design rules of the targeted technology, that 

report of the feature sizes set to obtain a required yield and quality. These are verified via 

Design Rule Checks (DRC). Furthermore, circuit electrical rules are verified via 

Electrical Rule Checks (ERC). Automatic physical verification procedures, such as DRCs 

and ERCs, are also referred to as signoff checks. Typically they are included into PDKs 

to check the correctness of designs before sending them to the foundries. They usually 

have visual debugging capabilities.  

Another kind of signoff procedure is a Static Timing Analysis (STA). Such 

analysis needs to be done for ensuring that timing requirements are satisfied [34, 54, 55]. 

The STA is a process that checks exhaustively that a circuit has the proper timing. It does 

so by calculating all the possible delays: intra-cell delays, paths, cycles, etc. An STA is 

not intended to check for functional correctness (i.e. functional verification).  

As a final corroboration step an LVS is performed. For that, the layout has to be 

extracted into a netlist which includes Input/Output (I/O) pins, transistors and nets. This 

netlist is then compared to the schematic netlist, which should contain the same 

information. If both netlists match perfectly structurally then they are both representing 

the same circuit functionality and, only then, the layout is ready for fabrication (tape-out).  

Fabrication processes start with producing the masks to be used on the wafers as 

photolithographic (e-beam or others) methods require, whether they are for addictive or 

subtractive techniques.  

After fabrication, there will be a packaging step to encapsulate and protect the 

chips. Their I/O pins will make them connectable to other devices. Lastly, the chips will 

have to pass functionality tests and endure reliability tests, depending on the maximum 

stress and expected lifetime given by the manufacturer’s warranty, to be ready for the 

market.  

Evidently, each one of the steps in this flow can be further decomposed into 

smaller steps, as shown in Figure 5. Special attention is given to the physical design part, 

which is essential for the scope and goals of this dissertation.  
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Figure 5. VLSI typical flow. 6 

 

Usually, physical design, where this research is focusing, comprises several stages 

that might include Partitioning (dividing the design into blocks according to the preferred 

strategy), Floorplanning (dividing the available substrate area into regions), Placement 

(of all cells assigned to each region), Clock Tree synthesis (for providing proper 

synchronized clock signals to every sequential component of the circuit), Routing 

(connecting locally and globally, elements, components and regions), and Timing Closure 

(which verifies that the entire design meets the timing constraints specified, such as the 

critical path, which determines the maximum clock frequency). An interesting reading 

comprising several relevant areas is the selection given in [56].  

 

1.4.2. ASPEC overview 

The design flows needed to be adapted to PE/OE technologies conforming to their 

inherent particularities. An initial idea was proposed in [57] trying to develop a semi-

custom design methodology targeting Standard-Cell [58, 59] and Inkjet-configurable 

Gate Array methodologies [60-62] tailored to the particularities of the technologies. The 

                                                 
6 Image source: A. B. Kahng. [182] 
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complete flow set-up for this research together with the related EDA tools is shown in 

Figure 6, as given in [62].  

 

Figure 6. Complete ASPEC flow. 

 

We can observe that this flow covers the entire chip production, from specification 

to final prototypes. The selection and usage of Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS) 

tools aligns perfectly with the current low complexity of PE prototyping technologies 
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available to designers7. This way, small design teams do not require spending on costly 

infrastructures and expensive licenses. In this research work my goal is to prove that this 

flow is effective and can be reapplied for any ASPEC as long as the corresponding 

technology files are available.  

As commented for VLSI environments, a design can start either with a 

specification in HDL (in our case Verilog) or with a schematic drawing. For schematics 

we selected Gschem; part of the gEDA tool distribution [63]. For the HDL circuits 

expressed in Verilog I selected Icarus Verilog [64] for synthesis, and GTKWave [65] for 

waveform screening of functional simulations.  

Logic synthesis and technology mapping are key steps for any technology, 

including PE. In this area, there are EDA tools for circuit optimization such as minimizing 

the number of gates (and consequently transistors) by applying Boolean algebra and 

producing combinational logic reductions. The selected tool for this purpose is ABC [66]. 

Area is a significant factor due to the fact that PE technologies are still showing low 

integration density (in terms of transistor per mm2). It is obvious that if we manage to 

reduce the gate count we can integrate the same chip functionalities while saving substrate 

area. The technology mapping process, placed between logic and physical synthesis, takes 

into account technology dependence after a technology independent synthesis step. In a 

semi-custom design methodology, circuit implementing requires an associated library of 

digital cells.  

For instance, in some technologies such as unipolar (i.e. PMOS or NMOS only) 

some particular gates might not be available, due to the low performance or functional 

inabilities of series transistors. Hence it is necessary to specify a differentiated cell library 

for every technology. In the particular case of the PE technologies that I got access to, 

most of them are based in PMOS-only design style. This is due to the fact that in many 

OE technologies, the NMOS transistors don’t reach a good enough mobility and 

conductivity as the P-type ones [67, 68]. Therefore, for most foundries8, the CMOS 

design style [69] is not yet enabled for digital circuits. However, CMOS is vastly 

preferred in silicon-based VLSI systems mainly because of its low static energy 

consumption and high noise immunity, which makes it more robust. A detailed 

explanation of interconnection noise can be found in [70].  

Once we have minimized and mapped the circuit to a particular library, we 

continue with the physical design, either following a Standard Cell or Gate Array 

approach, using layout tools such as Glade [71] or KLayout [72]. The placement and 

routing will be done according to the circuit netlist.  

As mentioned in the VLSI case, after physical synthesis it is necessary to perform 

physical verification checks, including DRC, ERC and LVS, to check wether the layout 

                                                 
7 More advanced technologies (e.g. Thinfilm Technologies or PragmatIC) are oriented to application 

markets, thus not available for third parties. 
8 Except those mixing organic (for PMOS) and oxide (for NMOS) transistors. 
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is well drawn and matches the circuit netlist. For this, we use both Glade and Gemini LVS 

tools [73].  

Electrical simulations are needed in order to check performances including 

parasitic capacitances and resistances. In this case we use customized models for Spice 

simulators [74] such as Ngspice [75] or AIM-Spice [76].  

As a last design step, Glade is used to generate the GDSII files that are sent to the 

foundry to be fabricated in the targeted process. The obtained circuits go through a series 

of characterization and test procedures. These will determine, for instance, the overall 

yield achieved (and the fault distribution of the OTFTs, for technologies with mid-yield 

in OTFTs). This characteristic is key for the proposal of our EDA tool strategy, as it will 

be explained in detail later on, concretely for technologies that do not achieve a high yield 

(close to 100%). Their results are required to obtain circuits out of mid-yield OTFT 

fabrication processes and will help to fine tune the models and design rules for future 

improvements on the targeted technologies.  

 

1.5. Digital printing for personalized digital circuits 

The Inkjet-configurable Gate Array (IGA) design style concept, introduced in [60] 

and developed through [77-82], relies on a crucial PE characteristic: the ability to use 

digital printing for metallization on top of different PE/OE substrates. As described in 

detail in [83] digital printing is a fabrication process that allows reproducing text, images 

and patterns in different coordinates of the substrate with control and precision. Since the 

design to be printed is described digitally (e.g. in our case a layout represented in the 

standard Graphic Database System GDSII format [84-86]), mapping circuits onto PE/OE 

substrates with prefabricated transistors in a GA disposition should be cheaper and more 

reliable than having to fabricate different masks for every circuit. Furthermore, it allows 

circuit-by-circuit personalization as a key aspect.  

Traditionally in silicon-based environments designs are imprinted onto wafers by 

using a unique set of masks for a particular chip design. This allows for mass production 

(high volume) of that design over a big amount of wafers. Such masks are very expensive 

and are fixed. They only permit the production of one particular design repeatedly for a 

targeted process technology. Whenever design changes, masks (equivalent to plates in 

the conventional printing industry) also have to be changed (analog printing).  

The classical silicon Gate Array (GA) or Sea-of-Gates (SoG) approach allowed 

circuit personalization for specific circuits by changing only metallization (and via) 

masks at the last stages (layers) of the fabrication process. Cost reduction was achieved 

by sharing the substrates among different circuits but they still need to fabricate those 

individual masks.  
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The IGA concept starts from that GA or SoG concept and moves masks (for 

equivalent analog printing) into files (for digital printing).  

In this scenario the circuits are fabricated in two separated steps:  

1) Fabricating the elementary devices on the substrate (e.g. 50 micron thickness of 

PolyEthylene Naphthalate PEN). The IGA substrate consists in an array of 

unconnected OTFTs (or cells), deep-metal wire cells and I/O pads.  

2) Personalizing the circuit on top of that IGA substrate; which consists in mapping 

a circuit over the IGA template by Placing and Routing gates and cells using the 

OTFTs available.  

The circuit layout obtained after the Placement and Routing is digitally printed 

over the IGA substrate, by using any of the suitable customization technologies available. 

Some of these techniques have been explained in [80]. In this work this is done at 

transistor-level, which allows more flexibility. While the IGAs could be designed at 

digital cell-level and even higher cell-level hierarchies (e.g. logic blocks in FPGAs). 

These options increase the current integration density at the cost of limiting circuit 

flexibility.  

With this IGA design methodology, digital printing is highly beneficial, from the 

point of view of manufacturing costs, as opposed to the use of masks which would only 

allow to map circuits in a fixed pattern. However, it is slower since it is not as highly 

parallelized fabrication process as when using masks.  

Moreover digital printing also provides the ability to change the function of the 

design imprinted over the different substrates, by changing the Placement and Routing 

design depending on the restrictions that we want to impose.  

 

1.6. Placement and Routing problem/strategy 

Placement and Routing (P&R), also referred to as physical synthesis, is one of the 

most important and challenging process in any circuit design flow. It is one of the key 

steps due to the time and efforts required by any design team, especially when scaling to 

VLSI chips and beyond. Thus, P&R design automation has been an historical focus point 

of the scientific and industrial community, in order to introduce into the market more 

reliable, compact and higher performance electronic products in less time (time to 

market).  

In our case, the Inkjet-configurable Gate Array design style, together with the 

digital printing capabilities and the two-step fabrication process, provides us with the 

chance of performing P&R in a yield-aware manner trying to overcome, one of the main 

bottlenecks for many PE technologies.  
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The yield awareness is a critical constraint in our methodology. It is evident that, 

the lower the yield, the lower it is the probability of obtaining a circuit working correctly. 

This relation is not directly proportional; i.e. having a yield of 70% in terms of transistors, 

with a random failure distribution, will dramatically reduce the chances of obtaining a 

working circuit to almost none. This is especially relevant for mid-yield/high variability 

PE technologies, where several OTFTs could potentially fail at completely random 

locations in the substrate.  

Whenever the expected yield of a technology is lower than the desirable 99.99% 

our strategy introduces a new step in between the other two fabrication processes 

(fabrication of the IGA substrate and circuit personalization). This middle step consists 

in a testing and characterization process of all OTFT devices present in the IGA substrate, 

resulting in a Known Good OTFTs map (KGO) that list the location of the working 

transistors in the array. This KGO map is very likely to change from foil to foil. Some 

reasons causing failing OTFTs can be found in [87]. The Placement and Routing will 

produce circuits that take this KGO map into account. Thus, the P&R will adapt to the 

fault distribution to produce working circuits out of mid-yield OTFTs foils since we 

eliminate the possibility of using faulty OTFTs. Since we rely on real test data, we do not 

need to use probabilistic models over virtual layouts for yield prediction, as in [88].  

This middle characterization stage has also currently some associated drawbacks: 

(1) equipment, labor and time required for individual OTFT testing (i.e. using probe 

stations); and (2) pads required in the layout design for the probes to contact and test each 

OTFT. Moving to cell-based IGA these pad area requirements are lowered so it is possible 

to increase the integration density.  

A detailed review of the P&R state of the art is provided in chapter 2, while our 

specific proposal is developed in chapter 4.  

 

1.7. Goals of this work 

In summary, the main goal of this research work is to develop the EDA algorithms 

that provide full physical synthesis capabilities for Inkjet-configurable Gate Array Printed 

Electronics circuits.  

We will be able to obtain functional circuits by the means of automatically 

generated layouts, according to our IGA designs style focusing on digital printing 

customization.  

Since the fault distribution at transistor level might vary from foil to foil, even in 

the same technology and fabrication run, the powerfulness of our approach is that we can 

run the algorithm as many times as required for every specific PE circuit after its 

characterization to know each foil specific KGO map (whenever necessary, according to 
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the expected yield of each technology), thus allowing its individual wiring, what 

maximizes yield at circuit level.  

The intention is to provide a good P&R solution, according to the given 

constraints. For that purpose, this dissertation will detail how a conjoint constructive 

greedy P&R heuristic was devised, demonstrating its convenience for PE-based circuits.  

This research work is intended to increase PE circuit design automation, hence 

reducing the time and efforts needed to successfully implement PE circuits, depending on 

the technology addressed and its corresponding yield. To clarify, the title of this 

dissertation includes the term Digital2, which is just a reference to both digital circuits 

and digital printing.  

This methodology can also be used for other purposes than circuit yield increase. 

Functionalities such as circuit personalization, for which we can print individual circuit 

identification codes (such as a MAC internet address), can avoid the use of complex 

E2PROM or NVRAM devices.  

In the following chapters of this dissertation the concepts will be explained to the 

reader, as well as the current state of the art, our approach to the problem at hand, the 

strategy and means to solve it in the most efficient way as currently possible, results 

obtained and final observations. 
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2. State of the art for PE & EDA 

2.1. Digital printing techniques for building digital 

circuits 

Analog printing techniques refer to the traditional methods of printing. In the 

conventional industry this would mean relying on a set of predefined plates that will 

imprint the same patterns (e.g. letters) into a targeted substrate (e.g. paper) over and over 

again. This allows for mass production (high volume) of a unique design. Analog printing 

methods are, for instance, flexography, gravure, offset, and screen printing. In the 

semiconductor industry the plate concept is the same, yet it has a different nomenclature. 

In this case chip fabrication relies on a set of predefined masks which will allow to imprint 

the designs onto and within the substrates (i.e. wafers) by combining a series of advanced 

fabrication processes such as photolithography, deposition, oxidation, etching, etc…  

On the other hand digital printing techniques do not require masks for fixed 

designs. They allow to change the pattern to be imprinted over the substrate on demand. 

This provides more flexibility to produce different designs and lower fabrication costs, 

whenever such designs are intended to vary, regardless of the amount to be produced. 

These techniques consist in depositing the inks over the substrates without applying any 

kind of contact ever (and thus no pressure) on them. Some current digital printing methods 

are Inkjet (and other higher resolution variants such as Electrohydrodynamic Inkjet 

printing or Superfine Inkjet printing), and Aerosol jet printing.  

The following Figure 7, from the OE-A, as it appears in their original 6th Edition 

report, gives a brief idea of what kind of printing techniques can be used to produce 

PE/OE applications, comparing their current usual resolutions and throughputs.  
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Figure 7. Resolution and throughput for highest quality levels of common deposition and patterning technologies for 

organic electronics. 9 

 

As it could be expected, techniques based on photolithography, have a very high 

resolution and accuracy, but also lower throughput levels; while other processes that 

require less precision, such as offset, flexography, inkjet or screen-printing, have a much 

better production rate. In-depth comparisons, advantages and drawbacks between printing 

techniques, whether analog or digital, can be found in [77, 89, 90].  

 

2.2. Driving applications for PE circuits 

In Figure 8 and Figure 9 it is possible to see the latest roadmap and examples of current 

and potential applications summarized by the OE-A.  

                                                 
9 Image source: OE-A. [5] 
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Figure 8. OE-A Roadmap for Organic and Printed Electronics Applications 2015 (1). 10 

 

                                                 
10 Image source: OE-A. [5] 
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Figure 9. OE-A Roadmap for Organic and Printed Electronics Applications 2015 (2). 11 

 

As shown in these figures, market driven applications that are already available 

are, for instance, OLED lightings, photovoltaic chargers, OLED displays for multiple 

consumer electronics devices, batteries, conductive films, sensors and labels of various 

types. All of these examples can be introduced in the industries of Internet of Things 

(IoT), automotive, health care, wearables, packaging, leisure… With the continuous 

improvement of the technologies at every step of the manufacturing chain the applications 

are expected to become more flexible, efficient, reliable and complex; allowing more 

possible functionalities while benefiting from the low costs associated to Printed 

                                                 
11 Image source: OE-A. [5] 
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Electronics. Some examples in the scientific literature can be found, for instance, about 

organic photovoltaics [91, 92], flexible batteries [93, 94], electro-optic devices [95-97], 

OLED displays [98-100], logic and memory components, including Field Effect 

Transistors (FETs) and Organic Thin Film Transistors (OTFTs) [101-106], sensor arrays 

[107-113] and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags [114-118]. Even a 

microprocessor was shown in [119, 120].  

More examples of recent accomplishments on PE circuits and systems can be 

found in [59, 121-126], even with Programmable Array Logic (PAL) [127]. Additional 

progresses and findings with different focuses and objectives are excellently explained in 

the dissertations written by my colleagues [82, 90, 128]. Another recent interesting 

dissertation, related to OTFT modelling and simulation, is [129]. In relation to Design 

Automation for PE applicability I thoroughly encourage the reader to review [130, 131] 

as well, since they are closer to the scope of this work.  

In the case of our research group we explored different circuit design styles, from 

a full-custom approach to Standard-Cells (SC) and Gate Array (GA) (also called 

masterslice) based configurations. The first ones apply a similar vision of the Application 

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) model [132, 133], and therefore were adapted to what 

we called Application Specific Printed Electronics Circuits (ASPEC). The latter was a 

novel concept introduced in [60], and extended through [77-82], that provides more 

flexibility and deals better with Printed Electronics intrinsic characteristics and issues. 

Over the years, our research group proposed methodologies, design flows and Electronic 

Design Automation (EDA) / Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for minimizing all 

kinds of costs (free licensed, portable, customizable,  standardized and powerful, yet user 

friendly) [58, 62, 128, 134-140]. A recent review of our own group’s inkjet fabrication 

process can be found in [141].  

For further knowledge about PE/OE and possible applications I suggest the books 

[142-144].  

 

2.3. Relevant EDA tools 

The EDA tool landscape is quite vast, addressing a wide range of missions at any 

step of any chip design flow. Besides each tool’s purposes, there is also another major 

distinction to be done among such software products: usage fees.  

In the commercial domain we can clearly highlight the so called ‘big 3’ 

companies: Cadence, Synopsys and Mentor Graphics (recently acquired by Siemens). All 

of them provide tools and licenses for any of the ASIC designs steps. Their business 

models cover many aspects of R&D, including monitoring the protected/FOSS/academic 

breakthroughs for incorporating novel ideas (the ones that have profit potential, of course) 

into their design flows and tools [56]. We can remark the pertinent solutions that each 

one of them provide:  
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1) Cadence: Within the Cadence tool portfolio the most interesting ones for the 

topics covered by this dissertation are Cadence Encounter RTL Compiler, and 

now successor Genus Synthesis. They are both complex tools for RTL (usually 

Verilog) and physical synthesis (P&R) of VLSI systems. They work together with 

the Innovus placement tool and Virtuoso suite for schematics and layouts. Most 

of their features can be checked at their website [145]. They accept standard 

format files for different steps of the design flow such as Verilog, LEF/DEF files, 

GDSII, Liberty, map, etc.  

2) Synopsys: In the case of Synopsys we have the Design Compiler for RTL 

synthesis, and IC Compiler II for P&R. These tools require the Verilog netlist plus 

an additional design constraint file .sdc. As with any other tool, many 

variables/commands can be passed/executed via scripts; commonly Tcl [146]. 

They work with their Custom Compiler suite for schematics and layouts. There is 

more information available at their website [147]. From Synopsys (Ciranova) it 

was also interesting the PyCell Studio tool [148] for universal OpenAccess PyCell 

development in Python, with their own layout Application Programming Interface 

(API). The idea was quite convenient since OpenAccess-based PCells can be 

imported on Cadence, Mentor and, of course, Synopsys tools; rather than using 

SKILL or other languages for PCell creation/operations. This way PCells were 

intended to be portable to the major vendors. The OpenAccess [149, 150] 

philosophy and technology together with the OpenPDK project are some of the 

proposals fostered by the Silicon Integration Initiative Si2 [151].  

3) Mentor Graphics: The digital design alternatives provided by Mentor Graphics 

that grab our attention are Oasys-RTL for physical RTL synthesis, Olympus-SoC 

for P&R and Calibre InRoute for signoff. Also the Tanner Place and Route tool. 

More details can be seen at their website [152].  

On the other hand, for FOSS EDA tools we can highlight the following 

contributions: 

1) Qflow: The Qflow suite [153] is an open-source digital synthesis flow. Typically 

a set of tools like this one manages a subset of FOSS target-specific tools for each 

step of the design flow. This framework also handles/converts the I/O files of each 

tool so that the flow is consistent and can work without needing further 

conversions. Qflow is firstly composed by Yosis [154] for HDL-Verilog 

synthesis, logic synthesis and technology mapping using ABC [66]. It also 

integrates Graywolf [155] for placement, Qrouter [156] for routing, and Magic 

[157] as layout editor.  

2) UMpack: The UMpack suite [158] is also an open-source set of tools for physical 

design. It includes Parquet for floorplanning, MLPart for partitioning, and Capo 

for placement. As a suite it also contains support libraries and additional files for 

interoperability.  

3) Alliance: The Alliance suite [159] is a set of free tools that includes all major steps 

of a complete design flow. It performs HDL-VHDL synthesis, logic synthesis, 
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and placement and routing. It was the set of tools utilized in [130], which is a very 

interesting work for us, according to our scope.  

4) Python-based: Python [160] is a highly versatile and powerful interpreted 

language. There are many libraries, packages, and applications available online. 

It is utilized by several EDA tools (e.g. Glade [71], KLayout [72]…) mainly for 

PCell developments, scripting, and layout/database APIs. But there are more 

Python-based EDA tools, not only for layout editors. Some of them are 

particularly interesting for us. For instance, for processing GDSII layouts I have 

used gdsCAD [161], fixing some of its non-solved issues, since it is no longer 

being maintained. For HDL-Verilog processing I have used Pyverilog [162], 

which also utilizes Icarus Verilog [64]. Pyverilog is explained in detail in [163]. 

Both packages have further dependencies that require installation. These two 

frameworks, gdsCAD and Pyverilog, were used by my P&R tool in order to 

handle the input files needed and to demonstrate our P&R ideas on the IGA 

designs. Since they are open-source it is possible to see the inner data structures, 

procedures, and features implemented within them; and add/modify them 

whenever convenient/necessary.  

There are many other flows and tools for different purposes, whether with 

commercial or free licenses, such as Symica [164], XicTools [165], eSim [166], Astran 

[167], MyHDL [168], KiCad [169], LayoutEditor [170], Electric [171], and so on and so 

forth.  

Other interesting works concerning Analog IC Design Automation can be found 

in [172-176]. They comment on the main differences and challenges between the digital 

and analog design automation domains, and provide insights about design flows, tools, 

physical design and PCells.  

More specific details of P&R tools and related algorithms are explained in detail 

in the following subchapter.  

 

2.4. Placement and Routing 

2.4.1. Preliminary concepts 

To better understand the P&R problem we will review henceforth some of the 

basics of computational science and algorithms, with special attention to their 

applicability on circuit design automation.  

I must recommend the following reference books [177-182], since they are very 

convenient for the scope of this dissertation. Typically this kind of books have chapters 

where they introduce algorithmic complexity. To date, in the scientific 

mathematical/computational domain, a solvable problem, can be divided into P or NP 

problems. P problems are the ones that can be solved in Polynomial time by a 
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deterministic Turing machine [183, 184]; while NP problems are those that can be solved 

by a Non-deterministic Turing machine also in Polynomial time; i.e. a problem is in NP 

if we can test whether a supposed solution is correct in a fast manner (polynomial time). 

Typically time complexities for classifying algorithms’ speed are expressed using the Big 

O notation; a subset of Bachmann–Landau (asymptotic) notations [185, 186]. Some of 

those complexities are shown in Table 3, ordered by speed. Generally the time 

complexities are considered for their worst case scenario although sometimes a solution 

might be found in less time, what is designated as best and average times. A chart with 

their corresponding convenience related to the number of elements (n) being processed is 

shown in Figure 10.  

Name (time) Big O notation 

Constant O(1) 

Logarithmic O(log n) 

Linear O(n) 

Log-linear O(n log n) 

Quadratic O(n2) 

Polynomial O(nk) 

Exponential O(kn) 

Factorial O(n!) 

Table 3. Most common time complexities. 

 

As explained in [187], by the sum rule for the big O notation, the sum of different 

procedures with their own complexities can be reduced to the worst case complexity of 

all the considered procedures. This is because at some threshold point in the growth of 

the number of elements (n), the worst complexity will dominate over the others, thus they 

can be neglected when scaling up.  

 

Slower 
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Figure 10. Time complexity convenience. 12 

 

The choice between which data structures to use for representing different kinds 

of information is highly correlated with the speed and efficiency of the preferred 

algorithms. It is also important to take into account the number of elements (n) to be 

processed, since the scalability of a particular data structure might affect the optimality 

of an algorithm, even to the point of making it unfeasible.  For our purposes, just as an 

example, we can take a look at the data structures proposed in [188] for netlist handling. 

Common representations of graphs include adjacency matrices or adjacency lists. The 

first ones consist in matrices with each row and column representing a vertex. Edges 

connect between them with their corresponding weight. The latter ones consist on a 

master list with all the vertices of the graph pointing to all the rest of the vertices to which 

they are connected to. Unlike adjacency lists, adjacency matrices are not good for sparse 

graphs, when most of the cells of the matrix are empty (i.e. vertices not connected). 

Problems usually do not require such high degree of connectivity (O(|V|2) space).  

Most programming languages have already built-in types (data structures) and 

procedures designed to optimize distinct operations; e.g. for appending elements on a list, 

getting and setting items, sorting, etc. They customarily allow to define proprietary data 

structures and procedures for specific purposes, or to import them from already existing 

libraries whenever convenient.  

                                                 
12 Image source: bigocheatsheet.com. 
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Partitioning, Placement, Floorplanning, Pin assignment and Routing are all 

different separated NP-complete problems [178, 189-191]. NP-complete problems are 

those that are both NP and NP-hard. The latter ones are those considered to be at least as 

hard as the hardest problems in NP. In other words, for a problem A to be NP-complete, 

A has to be in NP, and every problem in NP has to be reducible to A. Figure 11 represents 

a drawing of the different sets. For an in-depth analysis of these concepts I suggest the 

reading of [192, 193].  

 

Figure 11. Euler diagram for P, NP, NP-complete and NP-hard set of problems. 13 

 

In practice, this means that it is not possible to find the unique best solution for 

any of our particular problems in a fast manner. It is common to search and apply heuristic 

algorithms to find the optimal or any good-enough solution that meet the requirements 

(cost functions), while trying to keep reasonable low time complexities.  

We can classify algorithms in two ways: either by the results they produce, or by 

the way they work. When considering the results they obtain we can have the following 

two types:  

1) Deterministic: these algorithms will always make the same decisions over any 

input, and therefore they will always produce the same output results for the same 

input data.  

2) Stochastic: these algorithms make random decisions and, as a consequence, it is 

highly probable to have different output results for the same input data.  

                                                 
13 Image source: Wikipedia.org. 
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On the other hand, if we want to classify algorithms considering how they work 

we can mention the following two types:  

1) Constructive: they start selecting a component; then other components will be 

picked and added to the partial solution, according to specific criteria, until a 

complete solution is obtained. Once a component is chosen to be part of one 

partition it is never moved in future steps of the constructive procedure.  

2) Iterative: they start receiving the input problem and an initial solution. They will 

try to improve the solution according to the targeted cost functions, and when no 

improvements can be done they will stop.  

Usually, constructive algorithms are deterministic while iterative algorithms may 

be deterministic or stochastic. Generally, a constructive algorithm is normally used to 

find an initial solution of a problem, and afterwards iterative algorithms can try to 

optimize that outcome.  

It is important to mention the greediness concept too. A greedy algorithm is a 

heuristic procedure that constructs a solution of a problem step by step, choosing the best 

local option at each decision making point. As advantages, they are typically simple to 

describe and efficient, since they can execute in a reasonable amount of time. However it 

is hard to find the right approach to solve a problem in this manner, and once found it is 

also hard to verify its correctness. Having chosen the best local solution at each stage of 

a greedy algorithm does not guarantee that the global optimal solution will be obtained 

either, although that is its aim.  

 

2.4.2. Current SoA algorithms 

The typical modus operandi of P&R algorithms can be divided in two stages: (1) 

to apply a constructive algorithm to build an initial feasible solution of the problem; and 

(2) to iterate over that initial solution optimizing a concrete (set of) objective(s) until it 

reaches an optimal/good-enough state or cost function(s).  

Usual VLSI back-end structures (related to netlist’s handling) rely on graph 

representation, where vertices model gates, and their associated well-known algorithms 

[182]. Some examples are: 1) Fleury’s algorithm for Eulerian paths [194], 2) Search 

algorithms like Depth-First Search, Breadth-First Search or Topological Search; 3) 

Minimum Spanning Tree algorithms like Kruskal’s [195], Prim’s [196] or Borůvka’s 

[197]; 4) Shortest Path algorithms for the problems of Single Pair Shortest Path (Dijkstra 

[198]) or All Pairs Shortest Paths; 5) Matching algorithms; 6) Min-cut / Max-cut 

algorithms; and 7) Steiner Tree [199] algorithms. Many of the mentioned problems and 

strategies can be applied to physical design, including Partitioning, Placement, 

Floorplanning, Pin assignment and Routing. More on graphs and algorithms can be read 

in [200-202].  
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There are also algorithms concerning front-end structures, for physical design 

(basically layout and geometrical objects). For instance, some examples of algorithms for 

detecting line intersections are: 1) Line Sweep Method; and 2) Extended Line Sweep 

Method [178].  

Through the years a vast number of Place and Route algorithms were researched 

and developed for traditional Silicon-based microelectronics. Many heuristic algorithms 

have been proposed for all the purposes mentioned before, since they are NP-Complete 

problems. Modern EDA tools (free, open-source, academic, commercial…), and the 

functionalities embedded within them, cover mostly Standard-Cell VLSI placement for 

CMOS design style.  

It is difficult to classify VLSI-related algorithms, since there are many different 

criteria to do so. Some of the established methodologies and algorithms for VLSI 

placement techniques are roughly based on Local Search, Recursive Partitioning, or 

Analytical Placement.  

1) Local Search:  

Simulated Annealing [203] is the most common algorithm based on Local Search in 

VLSI systems. Starting from a random partitioning, it is an iterative stochastic 

algorithm that randomly chooses local improved solutions from each partition to 

ultimately obtain a good global result (although probably not optimal). The method 

runs for a given time decreasing a parameter T, updating specified scores. It basically 

simulates the annealing fabrication processes of a metal, cooling a material with a 

decreasing Temperature T. The most representative SoA tools using this methodology 

are TimberWolf [204], and its known FOSS fork Graywolf [155], which is part of the 

Qflow distribution [153].  

There are also other Local Search algorithms such as Simulated Evolution [205, 206] 

inspired by biological evolution, or Genetic Algorithms [207-209].  

2) Recursive Partitioning:  

Old algorithms in this area, but important to mention, are the ones from Kernighan-

Lin [210] and Fiduccia-Mattheyses [211]. They are also known as group migration 

algorithms. More recent strategies use minimum cut algorithms which evolved from 

the previous ones, such as [212]. Essentially, Min-cut methodologies divide a netlist 

(represented by a graph), either in a bisection or quadrisection manner, to perform a 

top-down placement of cells. There are several variations that can apply 

randomization and other strategies for partitioning and balancing the subsets. In this 

case the most emblematic tool would be Capo [213, 214].  

3) Analytical Placement:  
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This methodology allows to initially place overlapping cells. The cost function to 

target is the netlength minimization. A Linear net_length minimization strategy is too 

slow. Therefore the most common method is Quadratic Placement [215], which 

minimizes quadratic net_length in a faster 2-dimensional manner. As representative 

tools we can mention GORDIAN [216], Kraftwerk2 [217], and SimPL [218].  

Choosing between those methodologies and their corresponding tools mostly 

depends on scalability and empirical results obtained from benchmarking comparisons, 

when available. Some might be more efficient for small circuits with a particular subset 

of constraints and cost functions, while others could work better for other kind of circuits 

and conditions. A comparison between them is done in [219]. Historically Simulated 

Annealing was more popular in the 80’s, Min-cut in the 90’s, and Quadratic methods until 

nowadays. There are also many heuristics that combine the mentioned techniques, 

potentially delivering better results depending on the circuits/applications targeted. Some 

benefits and drawbacks of each approach are shown in Table 4.  

Placement 

technique 
Benefits Drawbacks 

Simulated 

Annealing 

Good performance when considering 

multiple goals. 

More flexible.   

Better when targeting small circuits.  

Can converge to near optimal 

solution if cooling time is slow 

enough.  

Poor scalability for bigger 

circuits (VLSI).  

Running time can be very 

high.  

Lack of stability.  

Difficult to handle modules 

of different sizes.  

Min-cut 

More efficient (run time).  

Good scalability to VLSI.  

Good at mixed-size legalization.  

Difficult to consider 

multiple goals.  

Lack of stability.  

Poor whitespace 

management.  

Quadratic 

Placement 

Fast and scalable (VLSI). 

Unique optimum solution, hence 

stable.  

Better quality for large scale designs.  

Plenty of information about relative 

positions.  

Good at whitespace management.  

Good when considering multiple 

goals. 

Optimizes quadratic instead 

of linear netlength.  

Buffer insertion changes 

results.  

Difficult to legalize large 

macros.  

Hard to optimize macro 

orientations.  

Requires fixed pins.  

Table 4. Comparison of Placement techniques.  
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More information of some of these techniques can also be found in [220]. For a 

very recent wider historical review I thoroughly recommend the reading of the 2015 IEEE 

special issue on EDA, particularly [221].  

The concept of whitespaces should also be succinctly explained. Whitespaces, as 

in [222], are valid placement locations intentionally left empty by the placement tool, 

according to its mapping strategy. Tools handle whitespaces as they see fit. In traditional 

Silicon microelectronics whitespaces are used as a way to decrease density in regions 

with lower yield, or to avoid congestion-related issues. In Figure 12, extracted from [223], 

we can observe, just to illustrate the concept, how Capo tends to occupy the whole die, 

distributing whitespaces uniformly. This way routability seems easier. Other tools 

compact cells to the left to minimize wire lengths, leaving the right size of the die empty 

(with more or less uniformity).  

 

Figure 12. Comparison of whitespace management. 14 

 

Any given Placement methodology must ensure routability. Ideally Routing 

should not be less efficient nor require a longer execution time due to an unfavorable 

Placement process. Thus, although they are different problems, they are highly correlated. 

A P&R process can usually have one or more of the following design objectives: 1) 

meeting timing constraints, minimizing critical paths, cycle time and clock skew; 2) area 

minimization/compaction, avoiding possible congestion-related issues (e.g. power 

consumption/dissipation, parasitic effects, noise…).  

                                                 
14 Image source: S. N. Adya. [223] 
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Traditionally, routing is divided into global routing where nets are assigned to 

different regions of the floorplan, according to the previous placement; and detailed 

routing where all nets of each particular region are fixed into their definitive positions. 

Figure 13 depicts these concepts. There are also special nets that require a tailored 

treatment, such as power, clock trees and critical nets that can affect performance 

substantially.  

 

Figure 13. Global and detailed routing. 15 

 

In the routing context there are many different techniques. Their classification is 

a difficult task too. We can roughly comment some of them such as Maze routing, Line 

search, Steiner Tree-based, or Integer Programming algorithms.  

1) Maze routing:  

The most famous algorithms are Lee’s [224], Hadlock’s [225] and Soukup’s [226]. 

These are very old algorithms that have been evolving and adapting to different 

scenarios and purposes through the years. For instance, Lee’s algorithm, although it 

guarantees to find a connection between two terminals and that it will be minimum, 

it requires plenty of memory storage for VLSI circuits and it is rather slow when the 

grid increases; disadvantages that have been optimized as mentioned. They are 

designed to work using two-terminal nets (i.e. a net that connects only two pins) over 

grids. Additionally they require that the nets have a pre-established order.  

2) Line search:  

The most common are Mikami-Tabuchi’s [227] and Hightower’s [228] algorithms. 

There are many improvements and variations done as well. They are designed to work 

                                                 
15 Image source: Y. W. Chang. [33]. T.-C. Wang. 
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using two-terminal nets by using escape points over lines. Because they don’t use 

grids their time complexity is theoretically lower (instead of O(M*N) for an M*N 

matrix, it would be O(L), where L is the number of line segments generated). However 

they cannot guarantee that a found path is of minimum length.  

3) Steiner Trees:  

There are many Steiner Tree algorithms [199], of which special interest fall upon 

Minimum Rectilinear Steiner Trees. They are for multi-terminal nets (i.e. a net that 

connects multiple pins). Note that the order on the words can change and therefore its 

acronym, in particular do not confuse with a Rectilinear Minimum Spanning Tree. A 

Minimum Rectilinear Steiner Tree is a Rectilinear Minimum Spanning Tree with its 

wire length already optimized. It usually has shorter wire length, but less routing 

flexibility and more difficult data structures; whereas a Spanning Tree provides more 

flexibility at the cost of a longer wire length. We can highlight the contributions from 

Hanan [229] and Hwang [230], although there are many more algorithms dealing with 

these kinds of trees for routing applications.  

4) Integer Programming:  

The above strategies follow a sequential approach, where nets are routed one at a time; 

but it is also possible to use a concurrent scheme such as a hierarchical integer (linear) 

programming methodology [231-233]. In this case each net present a set of possible 

Steiner Trees, from which one has to be chosen in parallel for each net, minimizing 

the total wire length.  

In the case of detailed routing there are many methodologies as well. We can 

distinguish two main types: channel routing or switchbox routing.  

1) Channel routing:  

First let us review some basic terms for channel-based routing. A horizontal segment 

of a net is called. A trunk can be placed occupying a portion or an entire (horizontal) 

track in a grid. A vertical segment of a net is called branch and it can be placed 

occupying a portion or an entire (vertical) column in a grid. Branches connect a trunk 

to its corresponding terminals of cells in the upper and/or lower boundaries of a 

channel. The local channel density is given by the number of trunks that cross each 

column. Hence, the channel density (i.e. net capacity) would be the maximum local 

density. Obviously, the minimum number of tracks of a channel would be the channel 

density; but a higher number of tracks is recommended to ensure routability, and also 

for special nets. Figure 14 depicts these concepts.  
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Figure 14. Channel routing terminology. 16 

 

We can distinguish two kinds of graph representations: 1) Horizontal Constraint 

Graphs (HCG), and Vertical Constraint Graphs (VCG) [234]. HCGs are undirected 

graphs that represent horizontal restrictions between nets, meaning that those nets 

cannot be placed in the same track to avoid their overlap; whereas VCGs are directed 

graphs that represent vertical restrictions between nets, where terminals in the upper 

boundary have a transition to the lower boundary only when their terminals are 

different (for one column-different upper and lower terminals).  

In the Standard Cell design methodology the main goal of channel routing is to 

minimize the channel height, which will reduce the overall area. If a routing process 

does not succeed at fitting the nets into a channel then it will have to expand its height. 

For this objective it is important to point out the Dogleg concept [235]. Doglegs are a 

mechanism that allows placing trunks from a net over different tracks. This provides 

routing flexibility for further minimization of the channel height, with the drawback 

of potentially needing more vias. In the following subchapter we will further comment 

on two-layer routing algorithms, as they are closer to our IGA point of view.  

 

                                                 
16 Image source: Y. W. Chang. 
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2) Switchbox routing:  

The switchbox methodology is similar to the channel routing, but in this case it is 

allowed to have cells, and consequently terminals, in every side of the channel, not 

just on the upper and lower boundaries. An L-shape channel can be decomposed into 

two channels plus a switchbox (that corresponds with the corner box).  

Some algorithms may include a rip-up and re-route step [236, 237] that is 

triggered whenever a routing process fails, for instance because of the presence of 

blockages that impede it.  

Similarly to the Placement problem, many Routing heuristics arose trying to mix 

well-known strategies in order to obtain better performances depending on the design 

styles and targeted circuits. In the end, this is a trade-off.  

It is important to highlight the value of a priori wire length estimations, as in [238], 

based on Rent’s rule on interconnection complexities and later works [239-242]. Rent’s 

empirical rule is as follows:  

𝑃 = 𝐾𝐵𝑟 

It expresses the relationship between the number of I/O pins P, and the number of 

terminals per cell K multiplied by the number of cells B to the r power. K and r are 

constants. This Rent’s r exponent must be between values 0 and 1 (typically 0.5 < r < 

0.8).  

In addition to the works mentioned earlier, there are many others that emphasize 

the importance of wiring estimations, such as [243-248], since the circuit performance is 

depending on them.  

 

2.4.3. P&R SoA related to our IGA case 

When targeting PE technologies there are few foundries offering different 

fabrication processes (not to say none) publicly. Technologies are often accessed through 

R&D projects or specific collaborations. For most of those PE processes, there is only 

one or two metal layers available for connection, since most technologies are not evolved 

enough to allow more, through evaporation processes or others such as gravure or inkjet 

that rely in complex fluidic behavior (i.e. silver nanoparticle inks). Meanwhile in silicon 

VLSI it is common to have several layers of metal connectivity (from 2 to 10). Our 

approach follows a Gate Array design strategy, using PMOS-only design styles (mainly 

due to the PE conductivity reasons commented in [67]), but adaptable to CMOS.  

Even though our design efforts are mostly focused on Gate Array it is necessary 

to consider the main characteristics and differences between Standard Cell and Gate 

Array placement and routing techniques, which are well explained in [249]. Basically, in 
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a fixed-die Standard Cell design style, the cells are placed in rows of fixed height, 

determined by the maximum height of a cell. These rows are ideally of the same width 

with the intention of minimizing the area spent. The routing channels can vary in height, 

which would change the net capacity of each channel. The cell library might also contain 

feedthrough cells to allow the connection between rows of cells that are not adjacent. In 

this case a router will try to minimize channel height to reduce the overall circuit area. In 

addition over-the-cell routing [250, 251] is quite advantageous since routing channels can 

be largely reduced. On the other hand, in a Gate Array design style, the position of the 

cells and routing channels are already fixed. In this case the main objective of a routing 

process would be to ensure that the design is routable. Other goals might include to 

minimize maximum and/or total wire length. An example of a much less common 

objective would be to minimize the number of vias (typically bends) needed, since they 

increase the cost of a chip by adding more metal connections into the stack of layers, with 

their associated yield and congestion-related issues. Notice that a channelless GA that 

allows routing over its cells, thanks to the VLSI stack of layers, is called Sea-of-Gates 

[190, 252].  

Gate Array literature is quite extensive and varied. However, most of the works 

that best match our intentions are old, since Standard-Cell designs dominate the current 

VLSI-ULSI industry. References that are more interesting for our GA design choice are 

[253, 254]. Several works demonstrated how convenient it is in certain situations to treat 

different VLSI problems conjointly [255-259]. Actually, when VLSI problems are 

processed simultaneously they might profit from such perspective, mainly to avoid 

iterations, but other factors can be considered too.  

Programmable Logic Devices (PLD) and FPGAs [260, 261] are much more 

complex than the IGAs. Only One-Time Programmable (OTP) antifuse-based FPGAs 

[262] are conceptually closer to the IGAs. But their pre-built Logic Blocks (Configurable 

Logic Blocks CLBs) still make their architecture more intricate than our transistor-level 

blocks, or as we denominated them: Basic Bulk Cells (BBCs). FPGA elementary 

structures usually handle logic plus memory cells (e.g. Lookup Tables LUTs, D Flip Flops 

DFFs…), complex wiring and configuration memories. It is certainly interesting that 

reconfiguration based on faulty logic resources have also been proposed in this area [263, 

264].  

 

2.4.4. Selected P&R strategies 

The placement technique selected for our case will start at the bottom left corner 

of an already designed IGA substrate, and follow a row-based growth. This is similar to 

a cluster growth methodology [265], but adapted to our BBC topologies.  

For routing there are single-layer and multi-layer heuristics, depending on the 

number of metal layers allowed for connectivity. In single-layer designs the routing has 

to be a planar graph. In multi-layer designs there can be layers that cross each other, so 
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there is no need for planarization when vias are permitted. In VLSI, the crossings are done 

at different stack levels, and connections are done by using vias whenever necessary. 

Typically in a two-layer approach one metal will be used only for horizontal trunks and 

the other for vertical branches.  

Our IGA case would fall within a 2+1 layer GA channel routing scheme. This 

means that it is similar to a two-layer methodology but adds another metallic connection 

for its intrinsic personalization step. The intention remains the same: connecting 

horizontal with vertical tracks, regardless of whether the technology allows the 

implementation of vias or not. This is an important situation to consider, since some PE 

technologies might not allow the use of vias. It might be because of fabrication process 

limitations or maybe just convenience, as some via sizes are so big that their inclusion 

into the routing channels would increase the area required beyond measure, due to design 

rules.  

Left-Edge Algorithms (LEA) are for two-layer channel routing based on VCG. 

The basic LEA [266] is the routing algorithm that is closest to fulfill our IGA routing 

requirements. In some designs targeting PE technologies once a trunk of a net is placed 

the entire track will be occupied by that net value, whether it is a local track (for only one 

BBC) or a global one (for a row of BBCs). This means that the basic LEA is not applicable 

to our problem, because Left-Edge tries to use the same wire track when there is no 

overlap between horizontal trunks. Hence, by extension, versions with doglegs are not 

allowed either.  

My P&R methodology for the IGA designs is fully explained and detailed in 

Chapter 4, while the design concepts from which it relies are shown in Chapter 3.  

 

2.5. Summary of the chapter 

In Chapter 2 we have reviewed the state of the art in PE/OE with special attention 

to circuits and systems applications. We have reviewed the current EDA tool landscape, 

taking into account our IGA approach/strategy. We reviewed the most important P&R 

algorithms and the most interesting/resembling ones to our specific purposes, discovering 

that there were no similar strategies publicly available.  
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3. Targeting PE Technologies 

 This chapter is devoted to elaborate the information related to the fabrication 

processes from the PE foundries that is required for circuit design using cell libraries. 

This basically includes: (1) layer information that accounts for the available resources for 

devices and interconnections; (2) design rules, concerning area constrains and (3) 

simulation models to account for device performance  

 On top of that information, designers will built cell libraries (either standard cells 

or gate arrays) that have to be formatted according the EDA tool requirements. Selected 

process technologies will be: (1) a full-inkjet process from TUC/UAB; (2) An evaporation 

photolithographic process from CPI/Neudrive and (3) a combined Printed Electronics 

process from CEA-Liten.  

 

3.1. Elementary technology information 

 Designers require the minimum amount of process technology information in 

order to design electronic devices and circuits. That information is usually delivered in 

paper and in electronic format, as technology design kits that can be used by the EDA 

tools to allow the full-custom design methodology and to build cells and structures for 

the semi-custom design methodology used in this dissertation. Following, we summarize 

the main process technology characteristics for the three fabrication process considered 

in this research.  

During the last years our research group, got access to different PE technologies, 

thanks to common projects and partnerships. Even, our team at UAB set up its own 

printing facilities and produced its own OTFT process, taking advantage of the relative 

low cost inkjet printer. Our own technology was developed in cooperation with TUC and 

ENEA, under the framework of the TDK4PE European project. More details can be seen 

in [267]. Currently, this equipment has been transferred to the IMB-CNM (CSIC) 

facilities, to join other equipment on a new printing laboratory for evolving this research 

line.  

Printed microelectronics technologies make more progresses when the industry 

cooperates with academic and publicly funded institutions for improving the whole value 

chain from applications to products, including design. Joining forces is essential for 

growing business. In this applied research field, many results are obtained by 

experimentation through trial and error iterations. Multidisciplinary teams with 

complementary areas of expertise need to interact effectively to successfully propose new 

ideas and solve issues arising at any stage of the chain. This way, we reduce the existing 

gap between application and design teams and PE technologies and materials providers.  
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In addition to the UAB/CNM’s PE facilities we also collaborated in a fabless 

manner with CPI/Neudrive and the CEA-Liten. We have provided them design kits based 

on their technological characteristics as well as a variety of prototype designs based on 

full-custom, Standard-Cell and IGA styles. Many iterations were done over test structures 

and devices (as in [268]) to improve performance according to their device and design 

rules.  

 

3.1.1. Full-inkjet technology by TUC/UAB 

 Details of the technology are available in [90, 141, 267, 269]. In those references 

we can observe the evolution of the performance characteristics. The OTFT yield is up to 

78%. Basic facts for this technology are:  

- Bottom Gate Bottom Contact (BGBC) configuration.  

- PMOS-only. 4 material layers. 2 of them are metal layers. Allows one more metal 

layer for interconnections/customization. Feature size: Lmin = 40 µm. Typically L 

= 40 µm, WT = 10 mm, WT/L = 250.  

- Performance: Carrier mobility (µp) up to 1.9 · 10-4 cm2/V·s; VT ≈ -0.9 V; VGS, VDS 

≈ +10..-30 V; IOn/IOff ratio up to 150; and Drain-Source current of 1.16 µA.  

- Figure 15 shows an example of OTFT layout.  

 

Figure 15. OTFT layout (TUC/UAB). 

 

- Figure 16 shows an example of fabricated OTFT.  
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Figure 16. OTFT (TUC/UAB). 17 

 

3.1.2. Photolithographic technology by CPI/Neudrive 

The CPI/Neudrive is a PMOS-only OTFT technology closer to a TFT-display or 

silicon-based clean room because the designs are implemented by using masks in 

photolithographic steps [59]. Therefore, the design rules for this technology are much 

smaller, their OTFTs seem to have better performance and its yield is nearly 100%. 

Further details of their technology are available in [82, 270, 271]. Basic facts for this 

technology are:  

- Top Gate Bottom Contact (TGBC) configuration. 

- PMOS-only. 6 material layers. 3 of them are metal layers. Allows one more metal 

layer for interconnections/customization.  

- Feature size: Lmin = 4 µm. Typically L = 4 µm, WT = 360 µm, WT/L = 90.  

- Performance: Carrier mobility (µp) 3 cm2/V·s; VT ≈ 10 V, VGS, VDS ≈ +15..-30 V; 

IOn/IOff ≈ 106, and Drain-Source current of 320 µA.  

- Figure 17 shows an example of OTFT layout.  

                                                 
17 Image source: E. Ramon. 
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Figure 17. OTFT layout (CPI/Neudrive). 

 

- Figure 18 shows an example of fabricated OTFT.  

 

Figure 18. OTFT (CPI/Neudrive). 18 

 

3.1.3. Printed Electronics technology by CEA-Liten 

 The CEA-Liten technology (PICTIC platform) uses a combination of spin-

coating, sputtering, photolithography or laser ablation, and screen printing for their 

different layers. Details on their technology are available in [124, 272, 273]. In this case, 

                                                 
18 Image source: M. Mashayekhi. 
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there is the possibility to select a CMOS design style (with an OTFT yield higher than 

98%), although less mature than the PMOS-only design style which requires less area. 

Basic facts for this technology are:  

- Top Gate Bottom Contact (TGBC) configuration.  

- PMOS-only. 5 material layers. 2 of them are metal layers. Allows one more metal 

layer for interconnections/customization.  

- CMOS. 5 material layers (no extra buffer layer as in PMOS-only). 2 of them are 

metal layers. Allows one more metal layer for interconnections/customization.  

- Feature size: Lmin = 20 µm. Typically in PMOS-only L = 20 µm, WT = 500 µm, 

W/L = 25; while in CMOS L = 100 µm, WT = 2 mm, W/L = 20.  

- Performance PMOS-only: Carrier mobility (µp) 0.8 cm2/V·s; VT ≈ 5 V, VGS, VDS 

≈ +10..-20 V; IOn/IOff ≈ 5·107, and Drain-Source current of 60 µA.  

- Performance PMOS on CMOS: Carrier mobility (µp) 1.5 cm2/V·s; VT ≈ -0.2 V, 

VGS, VDS ≈ +10..-20 V; IOn/IOff ≈ 107, and Drain-Source current of 2 µA.  

- Performance NMOS on CMOS: Carrier mobility (µn) 0.55 cm2/V·s; VT ≈ 1 V, 

VGS, VDS ≈ +10..-20 V; IOn/IOff ≈ 2·107, and Drain-Source current of 1 µA.  

- Figure 19 shows an example of OTFT layout.  

 

Figure 19. OTFT layout (CEA-Liten). 

 

- Figure 20 shows an example of fabricated OTFT.  
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Figure 20. OTFT (CEA-Liten). 

 

 

3.2. PMOS & CMOS Cell Design styles 

The election on the cell design style is strongly correlated with the target 

technology and its performance characteristics.  

Figure 21 shows the most common logic cell design styles. From left to right we 

have a) Pseudo-NMOS, then b) CMOS, and c) Pseudo-PMOS. This last case also depicts 

three different load configurations.  
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Figure 21. Logic design styles. 

 

Logic gates following the pseudo-PMOS style have only one pull-down PMOS 

transistor acting as a discharge load. As shown in Figure 21 c), this single transistor can 

use the following configurations: (1) Zero-VGS, when its gate is connected to the output; 

(2) diode-connected, when the gate is grounded; and (3) biased to -VSS. The pull-up 

network is composed of a set of series and parallel switching transistors that implement 

the actual logic function of the gate. The Zero-VGS style is the best choice for PMOS-only 

technologies with positive VT, as explained in [82].  

Due to the current state of most PE technologies a pseudo-PMOS (ratioed PMOS-

only) design style is preferred over today’s most common CMOS designs in silicon, 

because of the usual threshold voltage values. The design style choice has a strong impact 

in the number of transistors required to implement any specific functionality. For a CMOS 

style the number of transistors required to implement a gate is 2N, where N is its fan-in 

(i.e. number of inputs). Whereas in a PMOS-only style the number of transistors is 

reduced to N+1, being the extra one the load transistor. This is an advantage because it 

saves area in technologies with low integration density. This comes at the cost of lower 

noise margins (voltage range between logic 1 and logic 0 values), asymmetric rise and 

fall propagation delays (and therefore lower speed that CMOS equivalent circuits) and 

static power consumption (when the output has value 0 so that both pull-up and pull-down 

networks are active).  

The aspect ratio between Drive and Load OTFT sizes, for our selected 

technologies, are discussed in detail in [82]. The basic principle is to obtain the maximum 
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carrier mobility, conductivity, noise margin, and consistent logic values at the output. The 

choice depends on several variables such as the OTFT’s channel dimensions, inks and 

materials, thickness of each layer (organic semiconductor, inorganic metals, dielectric 

insulator…), etc. At design level the OTFT layouts can be adjusted mainly according to 

their channel length, width, and number of fingers (in an interdigitated OTFT style). This 

way we obtain different performance characteristics. Trial and error iterative processes 

are essential to determine the optimal configurations due to the high variability of the 

fabrication processes that are not stable enough (compared to the silicon ones). Typical 

aspect ratio values are 1/3, 1/5 and 1/7.  

Figure 22 shows schematic examples of a few pseudo-PMOS cells, including an 

inverter, a 2 input NAND, an XOR and a DFF, in this case for a VSS controlled gate.  

 

Figure 22. Examples of PMOS-only cells. 

 

 

3.3. PMOS & CMOS Cell Libraries 

The following section presents some of the cell libraries our group has developed 

for the mentioned technologies [274, 275], which include passive and active devices, as 

well as basic logic gates, among others. Some of the cells were used to demonstrate our 

ASPEC design flow, as explained in [58, 59].  

 

3.3.1. TUC/UAB 

Table 5 shows the developed PMOS cell library.  
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Cell library Main parameters 

Linear resistor Length, Width 

Linear resistor Resistance, Width 

Snake resistor Length, Width, Meanders 

Snake resistor Resistance, Width, Meanders 

Capacitor Length, Width 

Capacitor Capacitance, Width 

Square inductor Radius, Width, Turns 

Octagonal inductor Radius, Width, Turns 

Schottky diode Length, Width 

POTFT Length, Width, Fingers 

NAND2 Ratio 

NOR2 Ratio 

Table 5. Cell library (TUC/UAB). 

 

3.3.2. CPI/Neudrive 

Table 6 shows the developed PMOS cell library.  

Cell library Main parameters 

POTFT (interdigitated) Length, Width, Fingers 

POTFT (corbino) Length, Width 

Inverter (i and c) Ratio 

NAND2 (i and c) Ratio 

NAND3 (i and c) Ratio 

NOR2 (i and c) Ratio 

NOR3 (i and c) Ratio 

Fill (i and c) Width 

Feed (i and c) Columns 

Table 6. Cell library (CPI/Neudrive). 

 

Figure 23 depicts an inverter (1:5 ratio). 
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Figure 23. Inverter (CPI/Neudrive).19 

 

3.3.3. CEA-Liten 

Table 7 shows the developed PMOS-only and CMOS cell libraries.  

Cell library Main parameters 

POTFT (PMOS-only) Length, Width, Fingers 

POTFT (CMOS) Length, Width, Fingers 

NOTFT (CMOS) Length, Width, Fingers 

Inverter (PMOS-only) Ratio 

Inverter (CMOS) Ratio 

NAND2 (PMOS-only) Ratio 

NAND3 (PMOS-only) Ratio 

Table 7. Cell library (CEA-Liten). 

 

Figure 24 depicts an inverter for PMOS-only (1:3 ratio). 

                                                 
19 Layout and image source: M. Mashayekhi. 
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Figure 24. Inverter (CEA-Liten). 

 

 

3.4. PMOS Inkjet-configurable Gate Array 

3.4.1. 2-step Fabrication process 

One of the key characteristics of an IGA prototype is that its fabrication is done 

in two steps separated in time: 1) fabricating the IGA template, including its arrays of 

transistors, I/O pads and unconnected wire tracks; and 2) personalizing it, which means 

mapping a functionality/circuit over them, using any of the digital printing techniques 

that best befit the IGA at hand.  

Some printing technologies for the IGA metallization (i.e. interconnections) have 

been studied and reported in [80]. These include inkjet, aerosol jet, superfine inkjet, and 

photolithographic techniques. The conclusions of this work are as expected, meaning that 

photolithographic procedures present the highest accuracy, less process variability, and 

thus highest interconnection yield (97%). Whereas aerosol jet and superfine inkjet present 

yields of 75% and 88% respectively. As usual, the larger the design rules and the thicker 

the deposited layers the safer the designs are against any possible failure, at the cost of 

area.  

The wire cells would be composed by global tracks (power, clock or any other 

critical signals) and local tracks which are unconnected by default. The opposite approach 

would be to have all wire tracks connected by default, and then laser-cut the tracks that 

will not be used.  
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Next we can observe the IGA template layout examples for the three technologies. 

More details can be found in [81, 82].  

 

3.4.2. TUC/UAB 

The main characteristics of this implementation are: 4 Load + 7 Drive OTFTs per 

BBC, 7 local and 3 global tracks per column, 160 OTFTs, 0 I/O Pads (direct connections 

to tracks). Figure 25 depicts this IGA.  

 

Figure 25. IGA (TUC/UAB). 20 

 

3.4.3. CPI/Neudrive 

The main characteristics of this implementation are: 3 Load + 6 Drive OTFTs per 

BBC, 6 local and 7 global tracks per row, 54 OTFTs, 52 I/O Pads. The IGA is shown in 

Figure 26. We have used this IGA as a proof of concept for the demonstration of our P&R 

algorithm, because the corresponding fabrication process of this foundry is one of the 

most stable ones that we were able to access (since it is mask-based). It features a high 

integration density and an almost perfect yield. During this R&D period the designs were 

improved according to the results of each fabrication run. Overall, due to these 

considerations, this technology was the best choice in order to eventually demonstrate 

functional circuitry, along with the scalability of the proposed solution.  

                                                 
20 Layout source: M. Mashayekhi. 
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Figure 26. IGA (CPI/Neudrive). 20 

 

3.4.4. CEA-Liten 

The main characteristics of this implementation are: 3 Load + 6 Drive OTFTs per 

BBC, 12 local and 2 global tracks per row, 54 OTFTs, 8 I/O Pads. The IGA can be seen 

in Figure 27. There are several differences between this IGA and the CPI/Neudrive one, 

which affect P&R heuristic decisions. The most important one is that there are no vias in 

the wire cells. The connectivity zones are gaps between metals in the two dimensional 

plane, as opposed to the superposed layers of traditional vias. The horizontal tracks of 

each wire cell are discontinuous, while vertical tracks are still continuous. Because of 

this, the OTFTs of the upper versus lower rows cannot be mapped simultaneously to 

represent different logic, as this will incur in shorts between nets. They are placed to 

provide redundancy in case of transistor fault. Additionally, the I/O pins are not 

preassigned to specific tracks so there is more flexibility for the pin assignment problem.  

 

Figure 27. IGA (CEA-Liten). 
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3.5. Summary of the chapter 

In this chapter we have addressed the printed electronics technologies selected 

and their main characteristics for full-custom and semi-custom design methodologies. We 

have reviewed PMOS and CMOS design styles and cell libraries. We have shown several 

examples targeting the technologies accessed. Those examples include the IGA templates 

intended for later customization. That customization stage will be the main target of our 

P&R algorithms. This is mainly due to the fact that using digital printing allows individual 

foil personalization. Therefore, running the P&R for mapping the same functionality to 

every circuit will produce different output results either for parameter identification or for 

yield improvement by avoiding faulty transistors.  
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4. P&R Algorithms for Digital2 PE Circuits 

4.1. Managing circuit personalization files 

A key element of our strategy is to obtain OTFT failure (distribution) maps, or 

their conceptually opposite, KGO maps, based on the results of an intermediate 

characterization step. This characterization is necessary whenever a target technology has 

an expected yield which is not close to 100%. Such KGO map will act as a constraint to 

the P&R process.  

The characterization process marks the OTFTs that present good enough 

characteristics, according to the desired thresholds, as usable for building circuits. While 

these conditions would also depend on device performance, with respect to our P&R 

strategy, this will have to be transformed to a binary option, either usable or unusable.  

The input for the characterization process is a Test Vehicle Description (TVD) 

file, as described in [82, 268]. This file is just a simple Comma-Separated Values (CSV) 

file, which include the X-Y positions of each OTFT (on their bottom-left corner) of the 

IGA substrate. It can contain ID labels, and any other information that might be relevant 

at transistor level.  

A KGO map file has a similar appearance to a TVD file, having the same CSV 

format, although it contains different data. In this case, a KGO map will include the 

positions of the characterized OTFTs, ID labels to identify the BBC where they belong 

and their position within them, the type of the transistor (Drive or Load), and the binary 

usability flag. Table 8 shows an example.  

X Y ID Type KGO 

3759 2605 BBC2TFT1 D 1 

4509 2605 BBC2TFT2 D 1 

5259 2605 BBC2TFT3 D 0 

6009 2605 BBC2TFT4 L 1 

6759 2605 BBC2TFT5 L 1 

7509 2605 BBC2TFT6 L 0 

8259 2605 BBC2TFT7 D 1 

9009 2605 BBC2TFT8 D 1 

9759 2605 BBC2TFT9 D 1 

Table 8. Example of simple KGO map. 
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This table corresponds to a portion of an IGA template that has a configuration of 

3 Drive OTFTs, followed by 3 Load, and followed again by 3 Drive (3D-3L-3D). Only 

OTFTs which have a 1 on the KGO field are usable for circuit mapping. If all OTFTs are 

marked as KGOs then the yield is 100%. Consequently the yield is reduced whenever 

failures are introduced into the file.  

The KGO map is a direct result of the characterization process, and its data 

represent the working status of the OTFTs for each IGA substrate. However it is possible 

to introduce failures and even restriction zones on this map, either randomly or 

intentionally, for testing purposes of the P&R. Furthermore, it is possible to add more 

constraints into this file for more complex P&R functionalities. Notice that even if the 

OTFTs are marked as KGOs their utilization will still depend on the P&R procedure, 

which will be detailed in following subchapters.  

 

4.2. Logic synthesis and technology mapping 

As commented in the introductory chapter, logic synthesis is an extremely 

important step of any chip design flow, regardless of the technology being targeted. Logic 

synthesis is the set of techniques aimed at minimizing the circuit size, by reducing its 

number of gates and thus transistors. This will consequently reduce the substrate area 

required by the chips, hence reducing overall fabrication costs. Logic synthesis processes 

perform combinational logic reductions applying Boolean algebra.  

Logic synthesis has a strong correlation with technology mapping. In fact, many 

tools combine both functionalities to optimize circuits even more, whenever possible. A 

technology mapping process synthesizes a circuit functionality into a particular cell 

library.  

For technology independent and technology dependent (after mapping) 

minimizations we used the ABC tool [66]. ABC achieves excellent results by applying 

reduction algorithms to And-Inverter-Graphs (AIG) [276] combined with other 

transformations over different graph-based representations, such as Binary-Decision-

Diagrams (BDD) and others.  

Table 9 and Table 10 show the minimizations achieved by the ABC tool for a 

combinational ASPEC example which was mapped to different cell libraries. This 

ASPEC is a tic-tac-toe game functionality circuit presented in [58].  
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Gates & Costs 

Cell library 

NAND2

/ INV1 

NAND2/ 

NAND3/ 

INV1 

NAND2/ 

NAND3/ 

NAND4/ INV1 

NAND2/ NAND3/ 

NAND4/ NAND5/ 

INV1 

# INV1 12 2 0 0 

# NAND2 105 85 83 83 

# NAND3 0 10 8 8 

# NAND4 0 0 2 2 

# NAND5 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL # Gates 117 97 93 93 

Cost (#OTFT) 339 299 291 291 

Table 9. Logic synthesis and technology mapping example (before ABC). 

 

Gates & Costs 

Cell library 

NAND2/ 

INV1 

NAND2/ 

NAND3/ 

INV1 

NAND2/ 

NAND3/ 

NAND4/ INV1 

NAND2/ NAND3/ 

NAND4/ NAND5/ 

INV1 

# INV1 30 9 8 8 

# NAND2 55 13 12 12 

# NAND3 0 21 20 20 

# NAND4 0 0 1 1 

# NAND5 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL # Gates 85 43 41 41 

Cost (#OTFT) 225 141 137 137 

Cost reduction 

% 
33,62% 52,85% 52,93% 52,93% 

Table 10. Logic synthesis and technology mapping example (after ABC). 

 

The maximum reduction on the number of transistors is achieved by using a 

library of Inv/NAND2/3/4. However, because the NAND4 is only appearing one time we 

can omit its inclusion into our cell library and also due to the fact that it has more complex 

sizing strategy. This way, we reduce the design and testing effort that requires creating a 

new cell, while keeping the library and final design more homogenous. The availability 
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of a NAND5 gate has no effect in the reductions whatsoever (at least for the proposed 

circuit). Depending on the available library of gates, the more fan-in that gates might have 

the less Load OTFTs are necessary in a BBC. But the number of gates with high fan-in 

(4, 5…) in most circuits is low compared to gates with low fan-in (2, 3). This behavior 

was observed through empirical technology mapping experiments with benchmarks. 

Further investigations on the ideal cell libraries for PE and technology mapping tools 

were also shared in [121]. In the end we concluded that a library of Inv, NAND2/3 is the 

most convenient for our purposes, since it is possible to build every circuit with them 

[277]; and the logic synthesis and technology mapping processes seem to give better 

results, according to the experiments.  

Additionally, as explained in [62], I proposed as examples the small sequential 

benchmark circuits coming from ISCAS-89 [278] and ICT-99 [279]. Those were selected 

for their small size, taking into account most of the current IGA capacities. Table 11 and 

Table 12 show the minimizations achieved mapped to our selected cell library.  

Gates & Costs 

Benchmark circuits 

ISCAS-89 ICT-99 

s27 s208.1 b01 b02 b06 

# INV1 9 32 11 5 11 

# NAND2 6 34 21 13 21 

# NAND3 1 23 11 4 13 

TOTAL # Gates 16 89 43 22 45 

Cost (#OTFT) 40 258 129 65 137 

Table 11. Benchmark examples over our fixed PMOS-only cell library (before ABC). 

 

 

Gates & Costs 

Benchmark circuits 

ISCAS-89 ICT-99 

s27 s208.1 b01 b02 b06 

# INV1 8 28 11 6 7 

# NAND2 6 38 16 10 23 

# NAND3 1 6 11 5 9 

TOTAL # Gates 15 72 38 21 39 

Cost (#OTFT) 38 194 114 62 119 

Cost reduction 

% 
5% 24,8% 11,6% 4,6% 13,1% 

Table 12. Benchmark examples over our fixed PMOS-only cell library (after ABC). 
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The given data corresponds to the mapping over a PMOS-only library. If the 

library was CMOS we can compare the data and infer the behavior of the technology 

mapping tools. Table 13 shows the mapping over CMOS.  

Gates & Costs 

Benchmark circuits 

ISCAS-89 ICT-99 

s27 s208.1 b01 b02 b06 

# INV1 8 28 13 6 9 

# NAND2 6 38 18 10 25 

# NAND3 1 6 9 5 7 

TOTAL # Gates 15 72 40 21 41 

Cost (#OTFT) 46 244 152 82 160 

Cost increase % 21,05% 25,77% 33,33% 32,26% 34,45% 

Table 13. Benchmark examples over our fixed CMOS cell library (after ABC). 

 

From Table 13 we can detect how the mapping is the same for the circuits s27, 

s208.1 and b02, regardless of the targeted technology. The differences are in b01 and b06 

circuits. In CMOS the initial map process assigns more Inverters and Nand2, but less 

Nand3 than in PMOS-only; so the ABC tool is optimizing the mapping according to the 

target library and its corresponding gate transistor counts (which is higher for Nand3).  

Optimizing for CMOS and PMOS technologies is different due to the distinct 

impact of inverters vs. logic gates costs. Since CMOS always requires a higher number 

of transistors than PMOS, the lower it is the fan-in of the gates available in the library, 

the better the cost minimizations will be.  

The last row of Table 13 indicates the difference in costs respect to the PMOS-

only counterparts.  
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4.3. Placement and Routing strategy and algorithms for 

IGA 

4.3.1. Preliminary considerations and terminology 

We have already reviewed how Placement and Routing (as main stages of 

physical synthesis for small circuits) are different problems, yet highly correlated. As a 

matter of fact, they can be processed simultaneously. In our IGA case, Placement and 

Routing have to be inevitably considered as a conjoint process. This is because the 

Placement itself is done by occupying the routing tracks locally, in the personalization 

step. As a reminder, Placement in the IGA is done at transistor-level, not at gate-level, as 

it could be expected from a conventional standard cell process.  

In an environment where we still do not have timing information (which would 

allow the proper modelling of race conditions, glitches, etc.); and, consequently, we 

cannot iterate a P&R solution over timing constraints (as cost functions), the initial P&R 

solution has to take this into account in order to implicitly minimize propagation delays 

caused from various path lengths, e.g. gate distances to I/O pins, to other gates, etc.  

To this end, a specific cell was designated, called Basic Bulk Cell (BBC). A BBC 

is a cell that acts as a partition/container of the floorplan, where a limited number of 

OTFTs, and consequently gates, can fit. It forces a constraint for the transistor-level 

placement of gates, which is that all the transistors necessary to build a particular gate 

must be placed in the same BBC. This way we avoid having transistors from a gate 

dispersed through the IGA, which will probably result in excessive intra-gate delays that, 

ultimately, might cause the gate not to work properly (due to wiring and via resistance 

that can affect voltage transfer curve); apart from the potential increase of occupied tracks 

due to global routing.  

Let us review a BBC in more detail. Figure 28 shows a schema of a proposed BBC 

structure and its associated wire cell.  

 

Figure 28. BBC & wire cell schema (example 1). 
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This BBC has a configuration of 3 Drive OTFTs, followed by 3 Load OTFTs, 

followed by 3 more Drive OTFTs (3D-3L-3D). Once the IGA is fabricated, and if the 

yield of the technology is not expected to reach the desirable goal (close to 100% yield), 

we will proceed with an intermediate characterization step of all OTFTs, right in between 

the 2-step fabrication process. In our notation we will denominate the properly-working 

OTFTs as Known Good OTFTs (KGO). Therefore, after characterization and test we will 

obtain a failure distribution map, or its conceptually opposite: a KGO map.  

Figure 29 depicts the mapping of a Nand2 gate over the BBC. We can assume that 

in this case there is one OTFT that we have considered to be a faulty one, whatever our 

threshold might be for making such consideration (e.g. high gate current leakages, 

unstable devices, etc.). Therefore that OTFT has to be avoided for any circuit mapping in 

the remaining personalization step.  

 

Figure 29. Nand2 mapping over BBC. 

 

As we know, for a PMOS-only design style the number of KGOs needed for 

mapping a gate would be its number of inputs (corresponding to the Drive KGOs) plus 

one Load KGO as pull-down network. In this particular example the yield achieved would 

be 8/9 => 89%. The failing OTFT is not affecting the mapping of that Nand2 into the 

BBC, but if the P&R process continues to map gates into that BBC then the P&R will 

abstain from using it.  

Figure 30 illustrates the mapping of a Nand2 gate in a BBC that has a different 

KGO map. In this case the yield would be 5/9 => 55%.  
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Figure 30. Nand2 mapping over BBC with another KGO map. 

 

The P&R process will skip the faulty OTFTs to map the gate. Since the only Load 

KGO of that BBC has already been used, no more gates can be placed within that BBC. 

Hence, the two remaining KGOs will never be utilized.  

We can explore what are the possible gate combinations and KGO occupation 

depending on the BBC configurations for our PMOS-only library, composed by Inverter, 

Nand2 and Nand3. If the design style is PMOS-only then the maximum number of gates 

that can be mapped onto a BBC is limited by the number of Load KGOs. For example, if 

the configuration is 1D-1L-1D it is possible to map there only one Inverter (and 1D KGO 

will be lost, since it is a surplus), or one Nand2 which will occupy the cell completely. If 

the design style is CMOS the maximum number of gates that can be mapped onto a BBC 

would require the same number of PMOS and NMOS KGOs for the fan-in of the gates 

that we would like to allocate. For instance, if we have a configuration of 2P-2N-2P I can 

only map either two Inverters or only one Nand2, where two is the fan-in that occupies 

2N-2P KGOs, and 2P KGOs will be lost.  

Table 14 shows some combinations of mapping examples for a PMOS-only 

design style for our proposed library of gates, depending on the BBC configuration that 

any IGA might present, supposing a yield of 100%.  
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BBC Configuration # NAND3 # NAND2 # INV # KGO Excess 

1D-1L-1D N.A. 
1 0 0 

0 1 1D 

1D-2L-1D N.A. 
1 0 1L 

0 2 0 

2D-1L-2D 

1 0 0 1D 

0 1 0 2D 

0 0 1 3D 

2D-2L-2D 

1 0 1 0 

0 2 0 0 

0 1 1 1D 

0 0 2 2D 

2D-3L-2D 

1 0 1 1L 

0 2 0 1L 

0 1 2 0 

0 0 3 1D 

3D-1L-3D 

1 0 0 3D 

0 1 0 4D 

0 0 1 5D 

3D-2L-3D 

2 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1D 

1 0 1 2D 

0 2 0 2D 

0 1 1 3D 

0 0 2 4D 

3D-3L-3D 

2 0 0 1L 

1 1 1 0 

1 0 2 1D 

0 3 0 0 

0 2 1 1D 

0 1 2 2D 

0 0 3 3D 

3D-4L-3D 

2 0 0 2L 

1 1 1 1L 

1 0 3 0 

0 3 0 1L 

0 2 2 0 

0 1 3 1D 

0 0 4 2D 

Table 14. Mapping examples over different BBC configurations. 
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From Table 14 notice the following:  

1) A 1D-xL-1D configuration where x>2 is not of interest. Increasing # L does not 

have any effect on the mapping possibilities when 1D-1D is fixed.  

2) Incrementing # L could be beneficial whenever there are configurations that have 

D excesses in any of their combinations. However, it might not be convenient to 

do so, because the increment of # L will also increase the combinations that have 

L OTFT surpluses. This will depend on the fan-in statistics that each circuit (i.e. 

netlist) might present, once they have been mapped to a particular 

technology/library; and it will also depend on the circuit’s placement strategy.  

3) For CMOS, a BBC configuration that has an equal amount of P-N OTFTs would 

obviously be the best fit, since the pull-up and pull-down networks are 

complementary; while in PMOS-only it would be # L ≈ # D/2.  

Further enlargements of the BBC in respect to the number of OTFTs will increase 

greatly the local connectivity required when gates are mapped onto them, while it does 

not necessarily reduce the global routing (and consequently the wire tracks needed along 

the IGA). Hence, it is better to have a compromise so that fewer tracks are required for 

the total IGA by using relatively small size BBCs. In general, a 3D-3L-3D topology is a 

good choice for mapping our gate library since it keeps the wiring numbers relatively low 

while it allows some individual OTFT failures21.  

The collection of KGOs is a subset of the collection of OTFTs, {KGO} ⊆ 

{OTFT}. In our case only the KGOs will be considered for mapping gates. As mentioned 

before, the maximum number of gates that can be placed into a BBC is limited by its 

number of Load KGOs. Every OTFT has a list of characterization pads associated that 

can connect to the connectivity zones of the wiring tracks. These connectivity zones 

represent areas where the customization metal could be imprinted, whether vias, gaps or 

any other shape. For every KGO, we only need the position tuple (x,y) of each of its 

pads/vias (i.e. connectivity zones) and their width (which should be uniform for the entire 

IGA). We can denote this as the set of positions of the KGO’s pads {pkp} ∈ KGO. We 

also have vias (or connectivity zones) in the wire cells which are also defined by their 

(x,y) position tuple and their width. We can denote those {pwv} ∈ wt, where wt is one of 

the wire tracks ({wt} ∈ wc), and wc is the wire cell corresponding to a BBC. The set of 

I/O nets of a gate g can be denoted as {i_net(g)} and {o_net(g)}. Additional control 

parameters are:  

1) The number of BBCs n_bbcs and their configuration (will vary between 

processes, e.g. 3D-3L-3D).  

2) The number of Drive n_d(bbc) and Load n_l(bbc) KGOs within each BBC (will 

vary between substrates and they are determined by characterization).  

                                                 
21 For the technologies we have used there are no studies about fault statistics. Thus, according to the 

collected experience, we are considering them as randomly distributed. Any bias could easily be taken into 

account in our work. 
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3) The number of wire tracks n_wt per wire cell (should remain the same for a 

particular process and specific IGA architecture).  

4) The number of I/O pins n_p.  

In this context placement consists in deciding where to implement the required 

wire connections from the DKGO and LKGO pads to the connectivity zones of the wire 

tracks. This is how a gate is built (placed) within a BBC, which merges also with the 

concept of local routing at BBC level.   

Before any P&R takes place, it is necessary to give wiring estimations for the IGA 

at design level. This will depend on the BBC configurations, design style and final size 

of the IGA in terms of number of BBCs and OTFTs within them. Since the main objective 

of the P&R process is to guarantee routability we should always address worst case 

scenarios, even if their probability of occurrence is low.  

Figure 31 shows a detailed example of mapping, where we can observe the wire 

cell and how the connections are done with each KGO’s terminals. It is clear that wiring 

estimations will increase the bigger the BBC configuration is. If the horizontal tracks 

were not separated but they were forming a continuous line this would mean that each 

one of the inputs and outputs would require its own horizontal track, whether if they were 

actually connected vertically or not. In this case the more BBCs are in a row, the more 

horizontal tracks will be necessary (linear relationship). This happens whenever all the 

I/O of the gates within a BBC are global. In case some of the I/Os were local (for example 

in Figure 31, if the output of Nand3 O_N3 was connected to input of Inv I_Inv) we could 

save some tracks (in the mentioned example the track I_Inv). Therefore, with local 

connections we could decrease the number of necessary tracks by one each time there is 

a gate that connects to another one within the same BBC. In the proposed example if all 

gates (Nand3, Nand2, Inv) were connected locally this would mean 2 local gate 

connections which would achieve a reduction of 2 horizontal tracks (the input ones). 

However, since wire estimations should consider worst case scenarios so that mapping 

does not fail, we cannot take for granted these optimizations in an IGA P&R strategy. 

Still, the gate selection criteria for P&R takes into account these possible scenarios in 

order to occupy the tracks efficiently.  
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Figure 31. Mapping example in detail. 

 

Horizontal wires should not be connected between BBCs by default, only on 

demand depending on the mapping and global routing. This is how it is done in some IGA 

designs but not in every horizontal track. Power tracks are of course continuous but also 

other tracks in the wire cells. This was done for convenience, as sometimes it might seem 

that it could be useful to have continuous tracks that are global. In terms of data structures 

and heuristics it would be easier not to have to detect which wires are continuous by 

default and which ones are not. Also for design homogeneity and repeatability, for 

locating connectivity zones such as via coordinates.  

All things considered, the maximum number of tracks will be reached when the 

BBC is fully occupied. In the previous case 3D-3L-3D this would be for 6 inputs + 3 

outputs, which is exactly the number of KGOs + 2 power tracks, which in total are 11 

horizontal tracks for just one BBC. If the horizontal tracks were not disjoint between 

adjacent BBCs, and considering the worst case scenario (when the circuit mapping does 

not benefit from any local connectivity optimizations and, as a consequence, does not 

reduce the wire tracks needed), this would require (9 wires · #BBCs along one row) + 2 

power tracks (VDD, GND) common for all. Hence, it is a worst case situation that could 

occupy plenty of substrate area.  

Figure 31 shows that, for every mapped gate, every D KGO needs to be connected 

to VDD while every L KGO needs to be connected to GND. Since OTFTs have a 

symmetric distribution, it does not matter if the drain and source are on the left or right 

pad. For uniformity reasons, we always placed VDD on the left pad and GND on the right 

pad; even when, like in the latest designs, the OTFTs are rotated 180º for saving area. In 

the latest IGA designs VDD and GND tracks are the most upper and lower wires of the 

wire cell respectively. The inputs shall connect with the gate terminal of every D, which 

in our OTFT layouts is the middle pad. There is no VSS power track so L KGO gate 
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terminals are grounded or output-connected, depending on the preferred style: diode-

connected or Zero-VGS, respectively.  

Once the routability goal is guaranteed we can consider other objectives. In our 

case those would be:  

1) Maximizing compaction / minimizing whitespaces and area spent.  

The approach is to map the gates starting on the bottom left corner and continue with 

a row-based growth (similar to cluster growth). It is a constructive greedy 

methodology (selecting one gate at a time until there are no more left to place). There 

will not be any whitespaces, as they are defined, since no mapping spaces will be left 

empty intentionally. In any case, the gate selection criteria will try to minimize the 

KGO excesses for every BBC being processed.  

Another benefit of compaction is that, if the circuit mapped over the IGA is too small 

compared to the IGA capacity and given yield, the empty right part of the IGA might 

be used to map other test structures in the personalization step (provided that there are 

still enough I/O pins available if needed), to evaluate more circuits/structures in less 

foils. Even redundant logic can be another possibility for occupying more the empty 

parts of each IGA.  

2) Minimizing delays.  

This is achieved partly thanks to the compaction goal, but also with the BBC container 

constraint, and the gate selection criteria. With the BBC constraint we ensure that no 

gate is placed dispersedly over the IGA, minimizing intra-gate delays. The gate 

selection criteria will try to place the gates that have I/O fan-in or fan-out closer to the 

I/O pins/pads. The track selection and occupation will always be the one that are free 

and closer to the BBC being processed.   

The gate selection criteria for placement is the following:  

1) First the gates that have more inputs coming from the I/O pins.  

2) Then the gates that have more inputs coming from already placed gates.  

3) Then any other unplaced gates, from highest to lowest fan-in, until is no longer 

possible to fit anymore into the current BBC.  

If comparable, it would resemble more a Breadth-First methodology rather than a 

Depth-First one, since it does not traverse through the netlist selecting gates in a depth-

based manner. A Depth-First variant of the gate selection criteria would be feasible, 

although it would not provide as optimal results in terms of the mentioned secondary 

objectives of our P&R process. In our case, we check the BBC capacity and according to 

it we select a gate that has the maximum fan-in that can fit given our criteria. Once a BBC 

is complete (no more Load/Drive KGOs are available within it), or the rest of the unplaced 

gates from the netlist do not fit in it; then we move on to place the next gate on the 
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contiguous BBC, first moving in the Y axis from bottom to top, and then in the X axis 

from left to right. The I/O pins are being mapped clockwise, starting at the bottom left 

corner like the placement.  

This algorithm is deterministic, hence it will produce the same results as long as 

the fault distribution (or its opposite KGO map) does not change.   

 

4.3.2. Proposed Algorithm 

Table 15 shows a brief outline of the P&R strategy. The level of abstraction of 

such summary is quite high, written in pseudocode, in order to easily understand the 

functionality.  

Place and Route strategy 

Inputs: IGA layout, KGO map, circuit netlist, and functional library. 

Output: layout with the resulting P&R. 

1: while circuit netlist has not been completely placed and routed, and there are still 

     free BBCs (i.e. with enough D-L KGOs) in the IGA do 

2:  Select BBC. 

3:  Select gate according to criteria. 

4:  Place & Route gate. This is done by locally (inside each BBC) 

 routing/occupying  the IGA tracks. Placement also determines global 

 routing (between BBCs). 

5: end while // 1 

Table 15. Outline of the P&R strategy. 

 

Some notation explanations for the pseudocode are in Table 16. These are 

necessary definitions for whenever the names are not straightforward nor self-

explanatory.  

Specific notation 

{e} ≡ set of elements e (e.g. BBCs…) |{e}| ≡ Cardinality of the set 

Ug ≡ Unplaced gate Pg ≡ Placed gate 

Cz ≡ Connectivity zone (e.g. via, gap…) 
n_d(bbc) ≡ number of free Drive KGOs 

of current BBC 

Sg ≡ selected gate 
n_l(bbc) ≡ number of free Load KGOs of 

current BBC 

Table 16. Algorithm's specific notation. 
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There are some situations where the P&R process will not work. These cases are 

preferably expressed by returning error codes (‘return’ in C) instead of stopping the 

execution immediately (‘exit’ in C), so that the program can be utilized as a library and 

the errors can be handled by a caller module. All the codes are collected in Table 17. 

Additional codes can be added along with other checks or features.  

  

Return codes Meaning 

return(0) 
The main program or subroutine finishes correctly, and returns 

to the calling program. 

return(-1) The circuit has no gates to map. 

return(-2) 
There are no BBCs available for P&R, according to the KGO 

map. 

return(-3) 
Place & Route not finished satisfactorily because there were 

gates that could not be mapped. 

Table 17. Return codes. 

 

The pseudocode provided in the forthcoming tables presents a relatively high level 

of abstraction compared to more simple programs. There are several reasons for this, 

including, but not limited to, the following ones:  

1) The P&R tool alone, in its current state, is roughly more than 1500 lines of 

functional code, excluding other third party libraries that are also being imported 

and utilized. Such amount of information needs to be expressed in a more concise 

way, which means abstracting more from unnecessary details, to a certain extent.  

2) The designs vary from one technology to another, and even they might vary from 

one fabrication run to the next one over the same technology. This signifies that 

the data can be different, affected by global and local connections, wire tracks and 

track continuity, BBC configurations, initialization values, identifiers, presence or 

absence of vias, auxiliary wire cells, and so on and so forth.  

3) Different programming languages might have some data structures or operations 

included as built-in types or procedures, or available in other libraries. These data 

structures and operations might have distinct time complexities, and could be 

more convenient than others depending on the processing flows. They also have 

their own mechanisms for updating their values. A higher level of abstraction 

allows more freedom of implementation, so it makes sense from a language-

agnostic algorithmic point of view.  
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Table 18 depicts the main P&R algorithm’s pseudocode.  

 

Place and Route algorithm 

Inputs: IGA layout, KGO map, circuit netlist, and functional library. 

Output: layout with the resulting P&R for digital printing. 

1: {Pg} ← Ø 

2: n_pg ← |{Pg}| 

3: Get({Ug}) 

4: if {Ug} == Ø then 

5:  return(-1) 

6: n_ug ← |{Ug}| 

7: Get({BBC}) 

8: if {BBC} == Ø then 

9:  return(-2) 

10: Get({Cz}) 

11: for all c ∈ {BBC} do : 

12:  if (n_l(c) > 0) and (n_d(c) > 0) then 

13:   Sg ← Select_Gate({Ug}, n_d(c)) 

14:   if Sg != Ø then 

15:    Place&Route(sg, c, {Cz}, {Ug}, {Pg}) 

16:   n_pg ← |{Pg}| 

17:   if ({Ug} == Ø) and (n_ug == n_pg) then 

18:    return(0) 

19: end for // 11 

20: n_pg ← |{Pg}| 

21: if ({Ug} == Ø) and (n_ug == n_pg) then 

22:  return(0) 

23: else : 

24:  return(-3) 

Table 18. Main algorithm's pseudocode. 

 

In Table 18 it would be possible to do an initial P&R feasibility analysis right 

before the ‘for’ loop in line 11. This preliminary check would try to avoid the entire P&R 
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execution whenever it is obvious that the number of KGOs of a substrate is less than the 

number of transistors needed to map a circuit netlist. This check can be done in two ways. 

Either the values are pre-known and passed directly as arguments, or the procedure 

calculates them in a pure automated design flow (i.e. without a user having to intervene). 

In the first case the final number of transistors would be obtained after the logic synthesis 

and technology mapping process, while the number of KGOs of each type would be given 

by the KGO map. If those two parameters were passed directly (hard-coded or as user 

inputs) it would not be necessary to traverse the data structures to obtain them. In the 

latter case, the computing overhead introduced for calculating the feasibility justifies the 

avoidance of its inclusion, since it will be necessary to traverse the data structures twice, 

a first time for the check and a second for the P&R processing. In any case, whenever a 

feature requires possibly as much time to execute as the main program, without doing 

anything more than what the main program actually does in due time, this feature can be 

certainly discarded.  
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Table 19 shows the subroutine Select_Gate:  

 

Select_Gate({Ug}, n_d(c)) 

Input: the set of unplaced gates and the number of free Drive KGOs (maximum fan_in 

possible) of the current BBC. 

Output: selected gate. 

1: selected_gate ← Ø 

2: n_io, n_pn, n_upn ← 0 

3: for all g ∈ {Ug} do : 

4:  if fan_in(g) ≤ n_d(c) then 

5:   for ip ← 0 … n_input_ports(g)-1 do : 

6:    if port_type[ip] == I/O_pin then 

7:     n_io ← n_io + 1 

8:    else if port_type[ip] == placed_net then 

9:     n_pn ← n_pn + 1 

10:    else : // unplaced_net 

11:     n_upn ← n_upn + 1 

12:   end for // 5 

13:   if n_io == n_d(bbc) then 

14:    selected_gate ← g, (n_io, n_pn, n_upn) 

15:    return(selected_gate) 

16:   if (n_io > selected_gate(n_io)) or ((n_io == selected_gate(n_io)) and 

  (n_pn > selected_gate(n_pn))) or ((n_io == selected_gate(n_io)) and 

  (n_pn == selected_gate(n_pn)) and (n_upn > selected_gate(n_upn))) 

  then 

17:    selected_gate ← g, (n_io, n_pn, n_upn) 

18:  n_io, n_pn, n_upn ← 0 

19: end for // 3 

20: return(selected_gate) 

Table 19. Subroutine 'Select_Gate'. 
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In Table 20 the pseudocode for the subroutine called ‘Place&Route’ is shown:  

 

Place&Route(g, bbc, {Cz}, {Ug}, {Pg}) 

Input: selected gate, current BBC, set of connectivity zones, and set of unplaced gates 

and placed gates. 

Output: gate placed in the BBC (back-end data and front-end layout), removed from 

{Ug} and inserted in {Pg}, updating the connectivity zones, wire cell occupation 

statuses, and number of D KGOs and L KGOs of the BBC. 

1: for d_kgo ← 0 … fan_in(g)-1 do : 

 // 3 terminals per DKGO 

2:  wt_id ← wt_VDD 

3:  wt_value[wt_id] ← VDD 

4:  cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, VDD) 

5:  Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

6:  Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

7:  cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

8:  wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 

9:  found ← False 

10:  wt_found ← Ø 

 // tries to find a wire track (wt) that has the current input already placed 

 elsewhere 

11:  while (not found) and (wt_id ≤ max_wt_id({Cz})) do : 

12:   if wt_value[wt_id] == d_input(g) then 

13:    found ← True 

14:    wt_found ← wt_value[wt_id] 

15:   else : 

16:    wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 

17:  end while // 11 

18:  if (found == True) and (wt_found != Ø) then 

19:   if wt_found ∈ bbc then 

   // local connectivity within BBC 

20:    wt_value[wt_id] ← wt_found 

21:    cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, wt_found) 

22:    Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 
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23:    Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

24:    cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

25:    wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 

26:   else : 

   // global connectivity between BBCs 

27:    chosen ← False 

28:    while (not chosen) and (wt_global_id ≤  

   max_wt_global_id({Cz})) do : 

29:     if wt_global_id_status == free then 

30:      chosen ← True 

31:      wt_global ← wt_found 

32:      cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, wt_global) 

33:      Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

34:      Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

35:      cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

36:      wt_global_id ← Next_free(wt_global_id) 

37:     else : 

38:      wt_global_id ← Next(wt_global_id) 

39:   end while // 28 

40:    wt_value[wt_id] ← wt_found 

41:    cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, wt_found) 

42:    Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

43:    Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

44:    cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

45:    wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 

46:  else : 

  // new free wire track 

47:   wt_value[wt_id] ← d_input(g) 

48:   cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, d_input(g)) 

49:   Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

50:   Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

51:   cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

52:   wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 
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53:  if d_kgo == 0 then 

  // the first time the output is placed on a free track 

54:   wt_value[wt_id] ← output(g) 

55:   wt_output(g) ← output(g) 

56:   cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, output(g)) 

57:   Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

58:  else : 

  // following times the output is placed in the same wire track in a  

  different free connectivity zone 

59:   wt_value[wt_id] ← wt_output(g) 

60:   cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, wt_output(g)) 

61:   Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

62:  Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

63:  cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

64:  wt_id ← Next_free(wt_id) 

65:  DKGO(g)[d_kgo] ← placed 

66: end for // 1 

      // 3 terminals per LKGO 

67: wt_id ← wt_GND 

68: wt_value[wt_id] ← GND 

69: cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, GND) 

70: Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

71: Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

72: cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

73: cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, GND) 

74: Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

75: Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

76: cz(pwv) ← Next_free(cz(pwv)) 

77: wt_id ← wt_output(g) 

78: wt_value[wt_id] ← wt_output(g) 

79: cz(pwv) ← (Occupied, wt_output(g)) 

80: Draw_custom_metal_rectangle(cz(pwv)) 

81: Replace(cz(pwv), {Cz}) 

82: LKGO(g)[0] ← placed 
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83: Remove g from {Ug} 

84: Append g in {Pg} 

85: n_l(bbc) ← n_l(bbc) - 1 

86: n_d(bbc) ← n_d(bbc) - fan_in(g) 

87: return(0) 

Table 20. Subroutine 'Place&Route'. 

 

In Table 20 notice the difference between PMOS-only and CMOS design styles. 

In PMOS the ‘for’ loop at line 1 is intended for all the inputs that will correspond to each 

DKGO of the gate being processed. Since only one LKGO is needed for mapping a gate 

in PMOS-only, this loop is not necessary for the LKGO. However, if we were addressing 

a CMOS design style the loop should be replicated in a similar manner to complement 

the fan-in of the gate. This means that the input ports would also have to be directed to 

the corresponding gate terminals on the pull-down network. Likewise, in PMOS the 

number of Load n_l(bbc) KGOs of each BBC has to be decremented by one when one 

gate is placed. In CMOS it should be decremented the same number of Drive n_d(bbc) 

KGOs, i.e. by the fan_in(g) of the gate to be placed. A BBC in CMOS should have a 

topology with a n_l(bbc) equal (or at least as close as possible) to n_d(bbc).  

Also, the lines 72 and 73 can vary depending on the preferred choice for the Load 

KGO configuration. For instance, in this case a diode-connected form for the pull-down 

transistor is represented. For representing a Zero-VGS style, instead of connecting the gate 

terminal of the LKGO to the connectivity zone in the wire track that is occupied by GND, 

that gate terminal should be connected to the connectivity zone of the wire track 

wt_output(g) already given by the previous connections made for the DKGOs; in a similar 

way as the drain terminal.  

Furthermore, it would certainly be possible to separate the back-end processing, 

related to netlist handling and statuses updating, from the front-end layout drawings. This 

would increase the modularity and overall clarity of the implementation. However, it 

would not be algorithmically efficient because it will introduce a computing overhead for 

having to traverse the data one more time for making the corresponding layouts in a 

posterior procedure.  

In any case, there is always room for optimization and additional checks and 

features. But it will always be necessary to take into account what are the computational 

costs of such features, and if it would be desirable to increase the scope and functionalities 

of the strategy proposed herein. Some proposals will be mentioned in the section for 

future work.  
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4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Proposed circuit benchmarks and IGA templates 

For demonstrating the P&R strategy and algorithm we specifically targeted the 

CPI/Neudrive technology and its corresponding IGA design, in the latest fabrication 

topology [82]. I selected basic combinational circuit functionalities which are presented 

in the following Table 21. The circuits were mapped to our library of Nand3, Nand2 and 

Inverter gates. C17 is from ISCAS-85 [280].  

 

Circuit 
Fan

-in 

Fan

-out 
#NAND3 #NAND2 #INV #Total 

Cost 

#OTFTs 

Multiplexer 2 1 0 3 1 4 11 

Demultiplexer 1 2 0 2 3 5 12 

C17  5 2 0 6 0 6 18 

Decoder 2 4 0 4 6 10 24 

Encoder 4 2 3 4 6 13 36 

Tic-Tac-Toe 18 9 21 13 9 43 141 

Table 21. Benchmarks for P&R demonstrations. 

 

4.4.2. Implementation framework 

The P&R tool, which targets the IGA strategy by including the algorithms 

explained previously, has been implemented utilizing the Python [160] language, 

currently compatible with versions 2.7.x. The decision of choosing this language is 

mainly influenced by the previous utilization of the layout tool Glade [71], which supports 

Python natively through its own database/layout API. This framework is convenient since 

it is FOSS, portable, and multiplatform. It provides machine independence, one of the key 

aspects that CAD systems should have, according to [281]. The tool requires the 

following third party packages and their additional dependencies in order to execute 

successfully:  

1) gdsCAD: gdsCAD [161] is a powerful Python package for handling GDSII layout 

files. The code publicly available in the repositories was not working properly, 

and is discontinued, so I had to do some modifications to it. The data structures 

and organization of this package follows the Object Oriented Programing (OOP) 

paradigm. The layout information is parsed form the GDS file and stored into their 

corresponding objects for later processing.  
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2) Pyverilog: Pyverilog [162] is a very useful tool for Verilog processing, also 

following the OOP paradigm. It includes a code parser that generates an Abstract 

Syntax Tree (AST) from the input HDL, a dataflow analyzer, a control-flow 

analyzer, and a code generator. It uses Icarus Verilog [64] for compiling and 

synthesizing.  

Figure 32 depicts the flow of the implementation. The input files are the IGA 

layout, KGO map, circuit netlist, and functional library. The P&R processing will 

generate the digital printing layout pattern according to the yield and KGO map of the 

targeted technology.  

 

Figure 32. P&R implementation flow. 

 

The implementation also follows the good practices and optimizations, on specific 

Python data structures and algorithmic properties, explained in several references such as 

[282-287].  
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4.4.3. Complexity analysis of current implementation 

The time complexity of the P&R solution depends greatly on the data structures 

of the third-party packages used in the implementation, especially for the importing 

(parsing) procedures. These are Pyverilog and gdsCAD (and their respective additional 

dependencies).  

As mentioned in [163], Pyverilog parses the RTL circuits represented in Verilog 

into an AST. From this AST it performs elaboration of the netlist into a dataflow graph-

based representation. In doing so, it is already performing with O(c*n), being ‘c’ a 

constant greater than 1 (because the AST is traversed more than once), and ‘n’ the number 

of gates of the input gate-level netlist. This package relies mainly on lists, tuples and 

dictionaries (hash tables), providing methods that work over those structures.  

The gdsCAD package works with the layout, matching its data structures to those 

defined in the GDSII specification [161]. It stores collections of cells into dictionaries. 

Elements can be added to each cell, and are implemented as python lists of Boundary or 

Path polygons (with coordinates, layer and datatype). Methods provided in this package 

usually operate with dictionaries and lists.  

Nevertheless, the structures included in the previous packages by default are not 

enough to provide an efficient P&R heuristic. It is necessary to combine information 

about I/O pins, wires (nets), cell fan-in and fan-out, wire cell structures, auxiliary 

connections, particularities of the wire tracks, available KGO types, positions, BBC 

belonging and occupation; and layout objects such as positions, dimensions, layer types 

and properties. The construction of the data structures requires additional time, no longer 

than O(k*n + L + t), where ‘k’ is a constant greater than 1 as well, for the passes needed 

to traverse the netlist, ‘L’ is the number of layout objects (i.e. shapes) of the GDS, and ‘t’ 

is the number of transistors of the kgo map file.  

Note that Python lists, despite being called ‘lists’, are represented internally as 

arrays in the CPython implementation (default) [286, 287]. This makes accessing the 

elements faster, with O(1). Append and Pop will also have O(1) (working over the last 

element). Knowing the specific details of Python data structures and primitives is 

essential to improve efficiency. However, the algorithms may perform differently over 

other implementations and/or languages. It is also especially relevant to be aware of what 

objects are being modified directly, and what others are not. As a relevant example, 

performing deep copies of data will help preserve valuable information (at the cost of 

memory) for later processing whenever necessary.  

The P&R processing depends on all the previous data structures and 

considerations. The worst case time complexity of the algorithm can be considered as 

O(z*c*n*p + ((p-1)*3*w + 3*w)), where ‘z’ are all the connectivity zones, ‘c’ all the 

BBCs, ‘n’ all the gates, ‘p’ all of their corresponding ports, and ‘w’ all of the wire tracks. 

However, worst case scenarios are uncommon. Average times are more reduced, 

especially if we take into account several processing optimizations (e.g. current positions, 
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wire track reutilizations for already mapped trunks and branches, etc.). Ultimately, we 

managed to deliver a polynomial time heuristic for the mentioned NP-complete problems. 

Although, as a trade-off, we cannot guarantee its optimality, due to the inherent nature of 

this kind of problems.  

 

4.4.4. Experimental results 

The running environment was a computer with Intel i7-4700HQ 2.4GHz (4 cores, 

8 threads), 16GB DDR3L 1600 MHz RAM, Samsung 840 Evo SSD (where Python and 

all third party and modified packages were installed), and HDD 7200 rpm (where the 

P&R tool and the necessary I/O files were handled), with SATA III interface; and 64 bit 

Windows 10 Pro or 64 bit Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. Note that since the Python implementation 

is the canonical CPython, it does not actually take advantage of multicore processors 

because of the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL). This is especially inefficient when dealing 

with I/O (e.g. waiting for disk operations). This issue, however, does not have a high 

impact over the P&R tool in its current state.  

The execution time was measured using the native timeit Python module for its 

2.7.x distribution. Specifically using the method default_timer() appropriately. This is 

the recommended module for performing benchmark comparisons, although it does not 

measure isolated CPU time (process-wide), but wall clock time (system-wide). This 

means that other processes running in the computer might affect the measurements, since 

they are sharing the resources. This explains how the timing values usually vary slightly 

between Operative Systems and executions. Another reason of the time variability is the 

presence of previous information in the cache memories between consecutive executions, 

their architecture, and reading and writing policies. The default_timer() selects the best 

timer option depending on the OS where it is executed. In a Windows OS time.clock has 

the best precision, whereas in other platforms time.time is better. Active logging also 

increases the execution time, depending on the level (severity) set.  

The memory utilized was also measured, in this case using the memory_profiler 

[288] and psutil [289] third party Python modules. The memory shown is the memory 

allocated by the OS for the process being executed, not necessarily the real memory used 

by Python’s interpreter. memory_profiler does not perform an exhaustive analysis of the 

allocated objects, but gives a decent approximation. In addition, results will most certainly 

vary slightly due to the different behaviors of Python’s garbage collector. In both, run 

time and memory used, it is possible to focus and analyze different procedures 

independently or the complete program as a whole.  
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Table 22 shows the results obtained for the proposed circuits and conditions.  

 

Circuit Yield % 
Finish 

code 

Execution time (s) 
Maximum memory 

used (MiB) 

Windows Ubuntu Windows Ubuntu 

Multiplexer 

100% 

return(0) 

2.73 1.78 82.73 100.07 

74% 2.68 1.72 82.51 99.71 

50% 2.57 1.75 82.09 99.78 

Demultiplexer 

100% 

return(0) 

2.75 1.82 82.97 100.37 

74% 2.65 1.79 82.72 100.46 

50% 2.61 1.74 81.81 100.02 

C17 

100% 

return(0) 

3.06 1.79 83.23 100.43 

74% 3.02 1.75 83.09 100.27 

50% 2.92 1.81 82.68 100.25 

Decoder 

100% 
return(0) 

3.66 1.89 84.53 101.59 

74% 3.51 1.81 83.59 101.02 

50% return(-3) 3.42 1.79 83.32 101.44 

Encoder 

100% return(0) 4.55 1.91 85.42 102.36 

74% 
return(-3) 

4.62 1.95 85.05 102.48 

50% 4.13 1.82 84.28 101.62 

Tic-Tac-Toe 

100% 

return(-3) 

8.12 2.06 89.38 106.89 

74% 7.68 2.14 89.11 105.55 

50% 6.26 1.96 87.91 105.48 

Table 22. P&R results. 

 

There is a big amount of possible combinations and results, depending on the yield 

and KGO map; and that there is no specific threshold yield for P&R. Total randomness, 

or regions with high density of defects can also be introduced in the KGO map at will. 

Consequently, Table 22 depicts only some representative results. A few examples of 

layouts showing the digital printing patterns, after having followed our P&R heuristic, 

can be found in Annex A.  

Each IGA foil for Neudrive technology has a capacity of 54 OTFT (36D-18L). 

The number of KGOs that each circuit requires was detailed in Table 21. To distinguish 
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between Drive and Load KGOs is straightforward since each gate only requires one Load 

KGO (Pull-Down Network).  

In a 100% yield situation only the Tic-Tac-Toe circuit cannot fit in the template22. 

In fact, this circuit is the only one from the benchmarks that cannot be mapped to any foil, 

since its number of gates (and thus OTFTs) clearly exceeds the IGA capacity. The others 

can be mapped correctly, though.  

As an example, in the 74% yield case this means that 14 OTFTs are not working 

(whether Drive or Load), out of 54. The presented data consider the same failure 

distribution for each circuit’s synthesis, and that the faulty OTFTs are randomly, but 

evenly, distributed over the die (i.e. there are no regions with a particular higher 

concentration of faulty OTFTs). In such scenario, the Encoder is not mapped successfully.  

Another example is a 50% yield situation. In this case the Tic-Tac-Toe, Encoder, 

and Decoder were not mapped successfully. In particular the decoder needs 24 OTFTs, 

which is actually lower than the 50% of 54 (27). However, it requires 10 gates over the 

proposed library, and it does not fit in with the chosen fault distribution.  

The performance achieved could vary between executions, for the reasons already 

commented, but, due to the deterministic nature of the proposed P&R, the obtained 

layouts for digital printing will remain fixed as long as the constraints do not change. In 

terms of computational complexity, given a particular IGA and KGO map, the number of 

elements ‘n’ corresponds to the number of gates of the gate-level netlist to be mapped. 

The bigger the circuit is, the more time the P&R process will take. This aligns correctly 

with the obtained results.  

Overall, the execution speed is much faster in Ubuntu OS. However, for that case, 

the memory consumption is bigger than in Windows OS. The tradeoff makes sense from 

a computational point of view.   

 

4.4.5. P&R for circuit personalization 

Results for circuit personalization can be considered a subset of previous results 

in which P&R is applied to every individual circuit with its own KGO. Thus, both time 

and memory results are still valid for a given circuit.  

 

 

                                                 
22 Another larger IGA structure was formerly designed to deal with that circuit but it was not ported to later 

runs. 
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4.4.6. IGA vs Standard Cell comparison 

The work presented in [290] follows a more conventional23 approach. It performs 

the physical synthesis of the benchmarks proposed herein, but following a Standard Cell 

methodology using Cadence tools (Encounter/Virtuoso). For that purpose, the tech files 

(LEF) and library of Standard Cells (GDS) were designed. Also other files, netlists, 

scripts, etc. were adapted to Cadence flows.  

This work also targeted CPI/Neudrive’s fabrication technology. Therefore, direct 

comparisons with the IGA can be done, mainly in terms of area, and hopefully, in the 

short future, in terms of performance as well.  

The IGA from Figure 26, which was selected as proof of concept for our P&R, 

has a fixed total size of 21.5 x 6.5 (mm2). The transistor density is 54 OTFTs / 1.3975 

cm2 ≈ 38. OTFTs have a feature size of 4 µm. However, as shown in [82], the current size 

of the substrates is up to 20 x 20 (cm2) which allows for much bigger IGA sizes. And 

consequently bigger circuits can be mapped onto them. In any case, our P&R is scalable 

so it can handle the changes in IGA and circuit sizes.  

On the other hand, due to the nature of Standard Cell design style, each circuit has 

its own size, depicted in Table 23.  

 

Circuit Area (µm2) Transistors / cm2 

Multiplexer 2360 x 2326 = 5489360 11 / 0.05489 ≈ 200 

Demultiplexer 2545 x 2292 = 5833140 12 / 0.05833 ≈ 205 

C17  3176 x 2462 = 7819312 18 / 0.07819 ≈ 230 

Decoder 3074 x 2972 = 9135928 24 / 0.09135 ≈ 262 

Encoder 3312 x 3788 = 12545856 36 / 0.12545 ≈ 286 

Table 23. Benchmark area based on Standard Cell design. 

 

 The IGA-based circuits have a bigger size than their Standard Cell-based 

counterparts, since they are mapped onto the fixed IGA templates. However, the IGA 

design style provides more design flexibility, thanks to the personalization possibilities 

using digital printing techniques, along with the lower substrate costs between circuits. 

In addition, the IGA design choice allows to tackle the fault tolerance (i.e. yield and fault 

distribution) issue, as I have explained throughout this dissertation.  

 

                                                 
23 Covering most of the current industrial practices and design flows. 
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4.5. Summary of the chapter 

In this chapter we have reviewed the KGO map as the main constraint for 

personalizing the IGA templates. We have seen how logic synthesis is of great importance 

in order to minimize the circuits and reduce the required number of OTFTs to implement 

logic functions. We have reviewed/defined specific characteristics/considerations 

regarding our IGA approach and, based on them, proposed a deterministic constructive 

P&R heuristic as a main development in this PhD. Details were given about the P&R tool 

implementation, in order to validate the ideas and claims given throughout this research 

work. Time complexity analysis was also explained for the proposed implementation, 

according to the main parameters and worst case scenarios that affect it. A set of small 

size combinational benchmarks was proposed. The results of significant executions were 

depicted and explained. And finally, a comparison with the Standard Cell design 

methodology was presented, concluding that, even if the IGA choice might require more 

area, it is a better option for the deployment of PE systems, given the inherent 

characteristics of such technologies.  
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5. Conclusions and future work 

5.1. Overview and conclusions 

There are no physical synthesis EDA tools that specifically target Printed/Organic 

Electronics technologies, at placement and routing level, with their particular 

characteristics and issues. By extension, none of the existing methodologies addresses the 

yield and variability issues as we did. This work intends to reduce design efforts by 

increasing the automation for mapping circuits over PE foils, considering (1) their 

possible yields and fault distributions and/or (2) circuit individual personalization. The 

ideas and solutions presented throughout this dissertation not only can be applied for 

different PE technologies, but even for different substrates from the same foundry and 

fabrication run, thanks to the use of digital printing techniques.  

In this dissertation, I have presented a strategy and the corresponding algorithm 

for successfully performing Placement and Routing over PE Inkjet-Configurable Gate 

Array designs, and therefore obtain functional circuit designs. The P&R procedure takes 

advantage of the 2-step fabrication process inherent to current PE developments. In such 

scheme, first the Inkjet Gate Array templates are fabricated. Afterwards they are 

customized by mapping circuits onto them, using digital printing. In between the 

mentioned steps, it is necessary to add a characterization stage, whenever a technology is 

expected to have a yield lower than the ideal 100%.  

The characterization process provides a KGO map, determining what OTFTs can 

be used for P&R according to specific criteria. This yield-awareness is a key 

differentiating component. The IGA methodology is used to maximize the yield for the 

circuit mapping process, whenever necessary depending on the technology addressed; 

something that the conventional Standard Cell methodology cannot provide efficiently.  

Nevertheless, whenever PE technologies are foretold to achieve a near perfect yield, the 

characterization step can be omitted (along with the corresponding characterization pads, 

which will increase integration), and the KGO map constraint can be safely ignored or 

substituted by design for testability + 100% fault coverage and exhaustive samples test to 

discard the bad ones. In such scenario, our IGA approach and P&R solution remain a 

good choice for manufacturing PE circuits, since they still provide more flexibility than 

conventional designs based on Standard-Cells, thanks to the fact that it can allow 

individual circuit personalization (i.e. for identification codes). However, as a drawback, 

the IGA-based circuits require more substrate area than their Standard Cell-based 

counterparts, which present a higher degree of compaction.  

During this period we have demonstrated the convenience of the IGA approach, 

covering a full design flow, from HDL specification to final designs, having completed 

tape-out successfully, and fabricated prototypes in the available foundries. We used the 

presented tools at each of the design stages, including logic synthesis and technology 

mapping to PMOS-only libraries.  
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The P&R strategy and heuristic presented herein constitutes the main novelty and 

contribution to our particular field. It follows a conjoint constructive greedy 

methodology, starting with the Basic Bulk Cell on the bottom left corner of the foil and 

continuing with a row-based growth, selecting and placing gate after gate, according to 

the selection criteria, and depending on the KGO map, until the netlist is completely 

processed. The selection criteria tries to minimize all the possible wiring needed, and the 

corresponding delays caused by their length (e.g. intra-gate, from/to I/O, and so on). The 

P&R process performs local and global routing depending on the configuration of the 

BBCs and wire cells. It is similar to the LEA algorithm but more limited, because for 

some IGA designs (e.g. Neudrive) some of the tracks intended for trunks are connected 

by default, which disallows the LEA heuristic from the literature. An example of an IGA 

that could permit that algorithm would be the CEA one, since in this case none of such 

tracks are connected by default, allowing for more flexibility and routing optimizations 

(such as doglegs). However, due to this higher number of discontinuous tracks, the yield 

at interconnections is more prone to errors, which might severely compromise circuit 

functionality. In any case, for the strategy to be technology independent, the more 

restrictive version was the one applied, so that it was able to work regardless of the 

targeted PE process.  

Results have been presented and compared over different platforms, including 

performance measurements. Comparisons with other tools/methodologies are not 

possible due to the novelty of our approach and the undeniable underlying differences, 

which have been extensively explained throughout this dissertation.  

With our approach we achieve our main goal of mapping circuits over the IGA 

templates while maximizing the yield at circuit-level, out of foils with variable yield, 

taking into account the KGO distribution and BBC topologies. The proposed solution is 

scalable to bigger IGA templates and circuits.  

 

5.2. Future work 

Traditionally logic synthesis and physical synthesis have been separated. Such 

approach is believed to be not optimal because of the timing closure predicament. In 

current advances in CMOS technology nodes the interconnection delays are more 

important than cell delays. To my knowledge, most (if not all) PE technologies lack 

accurate parasitic models (including wire load capacitance and via resistance models) for 

proper estimation of interconnect delays in synthesis. There is still much work to be done 

in combining both steps of the design flow, by managing the feedback provided by such 

processes and iterating on their results over the corresponding information libraries. This 

work does not necessarily have to target PE technologies. The applications of such 

approach are technology independent, and they are especially relevant when scaling to 

the nanometer scale.   
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Since PE/OE is a field where “open technologies”24 are still evolving, model 

analysis and development are a continuous area of work, according to the empirical data 

obtained through characterization and test procedures. Semiconductor, dielectric and 

conductive base materials, and also ink formulations and recipes are, slowly but steadily, 

getting better. This evolution should lead to better performance, reliability and longevity. 

Technological advances matter from the EDA point of view. Better models imply more 

reliable electrical simulations, which are key to confirm that the designs meet the 

constraints and are reliable enough to send to the foundry for fabrication; receiving back 

working circuits that perform as expected.  

From a P&R perspective my algorithm depends on the yield and fault distribution 

at transistor level, according to our IGA strategy. However, it does not contemplate the 

yield on the interconnections, and this is important on PE technologies relying on digital 

printing. Up to now, the way to maximize yield at interconnects is targeting the best 

printing technologies available for the customization step, and making design decisions 

on how to make the wire cells of the IGAs more reliable for each addressed technology 

(i.e. Design For Manufacturability). The most important factor in this case would be the 

design rules allowed by each foundry. Parameterizing most (if not all) of the cells/designs 

would be ideal, but it is time consuming. And it is not efficient when technologies and 

design rules change rapidly between fabrication runs (or nodes). However, the benefits 

of parameterization might be worth the efforts, provided that there are enough 

implementation resources. Such advantages include, but are not limited to, speeding-up 

design processes for both novice and expert engineers, providing a more reliable 

framework, and creating additional useful information for later processing.  

The idea of making an incremental P&R might be interesting as well. It would 

consist in saving the state of the P&R progress, so that it can be resumed/reused later, 

whenever convenient (e.g. minimum changes between fault distributions or circuit 

netlists). This can be done by generating/handling ID codes and Cyclic Redundancy 

Checks (CRC) polynomial coefficients, each time the P&R process is executed.  

Beyond the scope of this work, other general trends nowadays which have great 

potential for the semiconductor industry (including research) are cloud-based tools and 

Machine/Deep Learning methodologies. Currently more EDA tools are exploring the 

possibilities that the cloud offers, following the Software as a Service (SaaS) business 

model. There is much work to be done in this field, especially in the optimization of the 

huge amount of data to be transferred, standardization, and overall security (server-

client). In the case of Machine Learning, relevant practices and findings can be 

incorporated in the design flows, and even into the EDA tools themselves, targeting 

several complex EDA problems. However, learning to make reliable predictions 

effectively requires an enormous amount of iterations consuming plenty of hardware 

resources (CPUs + GPUs).  

                                                 
24 Those accessible by third parties. 
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Annexes 

 

Annex A: Digital printing examples 

The following Figure 33 represents the metal customization layer for the P&R of a C17 

circuit onto the CPI/Neudrive IGA, with a 100% yield; or a minimum yield of at least 

18/54 => 33%, This would be the best case scenario, for a worst case yield required for 

this particular circuit, where all KGO transistors are located in the bottom left corner.  

Figure 34 depicts the metal customization layer for the P&R of a C17 circuit, again over 

the CPI/Neudrive IGA, with a 31/54 => 57% yield, and a random dispersed fault 

distribution.  

Figure 35 represents the same circuit, but onto the CEA IGA, with the same yield 

conditions as in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33. C17 over CPI/Neudrive IGA (case 1). Only personalization metal (left). Final IGA (right). 
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Figure 34. C17 over CPI/Neudrive IGA (case 2). Only personalization metal (left). Final IGA (right). 
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Figure 35. C17 over CEA IGA. Only personalization metal (left). Final IGA (right). 
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Annex B: Dissertation’s Copyright 

All the ideas, statements, figures, tables, IPs, and information presented in this 

dissertation belong to their respective authors, including myself. All of them have been 

rigorously referenced. If there were no references for specific information it is because 

such knowledge is considered to be either well-known industry-related facts, or the results 

of my own original research and findings.  

 

Annex C: Implementation’s Copyright & Disclaimer 

The implementation of my own algorithms is protected by copyright and is not eligible 

for distribution as FOSS. All rights are reserved. The developed tools are only for 

demonstration purposes, in order to validate the ideas and findings presented in this 

dissertation. A standard legal text is given below.  

 

********************************************************************** 

Copyright © 2017  Manuel Llamas Rodriguez  www.manullamas.info  All rights 

reserved.  

Unauthorized use, duplication, modification or distribution of this software is strictly 

prohibited by law. All uses of this software must be previously approved via written 

permission by the creator and owner of this code.  

 

THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPED BY THE AUTHOR IS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS 

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 

AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS 

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) 

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  

********************************************************************** 

 

http://www.manullamas.info/
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